Pope Gregory The Great, c. 700:
“...pictures must not be adored; but they should also not
be destroyed because representations of sacred events
and saintly persons are useful for teaching the faith to
gentiles and illiterate Christians, who read in them what
they cannot read in books, and can serve to recall
sacred history to the minds of the indoctrinated.”

THE POINT OF THIS STUDY

The cause of this study was the 1991 Mike Diana case, in which a
‘Comics Artist’ was convicted of obscenity; part of his sentence
was for the court to monitor, examine and/or approve his
production of art, extending to pictures he drew in the privacy of
his own home. As far as I know, the portion of the sentence
regarding the private production of art remains unique in the
world. This didn’t happen in Stalin’s USSR, Pol Pot’s Cambodia,
Hoxha’s Albania; it happened in the supposedly Free World, the
USA (well, Gainesville, Florida, but still).
Shockingly, the response from the alleged ‘Art World’ was mostly
a collective yawn: it didn’t affect them, they were ‘Real Artists’,
not ‘Comics Nerds’; they failed totally to comprehend the
possibilities of a legal precedent requiring any artist, of any kind,
to require court approval to draw anything in private. It should be
regarded as one of the most important court cases regarding Art in
US history, and the mainstream Art World ignored it. The
fearsome possibilities are too extreme to be ignored safely by
anybody.

The sentence was appealed and denied. It remains in US case law,
waiting to be used again, like a gun in a prosecutor’s desk drawer.
In effect it prohibited Diana from creating art without prior
approval from the court. This sentence was so outrageous, so
deadly in its potential, so stunning, some kind of proactive
defense was needed.
The potential defense settled on was a campaign to identify
material similar to the modern-day format now regarded as
‘Comics’; to define what the form consisted of, define its uses,
and identify and present past historical works as legal precedents
for the use of an artistic form; in effect, to fully legitimize socalled ‘Comics’ as more than just ‘Comics’ but as a modern
extension of an art form present in the past.
That’s the point. This was not, is not, an academic study: it was
designed to identify and present past material similar in form to
what is now called ‘Comics’, use them as socially legitimizing
precedents, and by extension, provide a powerful legal defense.
That’s what this started as: a legal defense.

PERSONAL APPROACH, AND
SECONDARY GOAL

In the late 1980s the author was engaged in crafting experimental
Picture Stories presented, for convenience sake, in book form. In
an effort to distance the works from Comics several format
changes were made, and resulted in a sort of ‘Manifesto’:
-Images strategically arranged on pages rather than filling all
available space
-No word balloons
-No descriptive prose
-Realistic drawings rather than cartooning
-Books trade paperback sized, not standard Comics sized
-Subject material not conforming to Comics tropes, especially
superheroes
-Self-contained stories, not episodic magazine issues

Also:
-There must be a good reason to present material in visuals: firstperson verbal narratives are better served by a prose work; a
narrative primarily formed of conversations is better served by a
prose book; the strengths of hand-crafted images had to be
utilized to the fullest.

The intent was to shift the printed Picture Story from a perception
of Comics, which in the USA, was expected to contain
cartooning, superheroes, and exploitative ‘pulp’ material. Comics
in the USA were expected to conform to a social understanding of
being ‘for kids’, roughly preteen in age and development. The
stipulations of the Manifesto were designed to change this
perception and use the hand-crafted, graphic narrative form to
present fully-realized stories of adult interest.
This may seem arrogant, but the reader should remember this was
at the very beginning of the ‘Graphic Novel’ format, and nobody

was quite sure how to expand the alleged Comics form to
encompass more adult material. At the time, 1989, this Manifesto
was as good as anything dreamed up by anyone else. The number
of creators making actual, deliberate, Graphic Novels in the US
could be counted on the fingers of one hand. The author sat on a
panel with Harvey Pekar in Chicago, talked with Art Spiegelman
in New York City. It was new artistic territory, and the desire to
expand the format was very real, but also not in any way agreedupon. There was a lot of experimentation going on.
The practice of affixing the term Graphic Novel to ‘illustrated
memoirs’; thought-narratives combined with narrative images,
was also becoming established, although this visual narrative
form wasn’t, and isn’t, really a Graphic Novel; but rather a rebirth
of the pre-photography form of reporting with sketches-from-life.
One creative avenue that clearly represented an artistic dead-end
was the then-new and just-emerging practice of compiling
periodical superhero Comics in collections, and terming them
‘Graphic Novels’, when they had never been designed as such.
This was a hopeless corruption of the term and degraded the
meaning of ‘Graphic Novel’.
A particular goal of the Manifesto was to completely break the
superhero subject material stereotype of Comics: foolishly-garbed
men and women displaying absurd powers in battles against
equally-foolish ‘super-villains’. Gathering Comics into ad-hoc
‘books’ and coat-tailing on the efforts to legitimize the creative
idea of Graphic Novel was artistically venal.
There seemed to be no good reason for the dominance of
superhero subject material other than tradition, some past
legalities and custom, and the excessive tyranny of superheroes
seemed to be the result of a lack of vision, and ignorance of the
true possibilities of the form. There was no reason subject
material suitable for adult-oriented film and television, both
visual storytelling formats, couldn’t be presented in the handcrafted format.

Realistically, the hand-crafted format offered creative potentials
often not available to the time-based formats of film and TV: time
could be played with in ways impractical in the film/TV formats.
The hand-crafted format also offered a unique advantage: subject
material didn’t depend on money, but only on the breadth of the
composer’s imagination and drawing skill. There was no need to
spend millions of dollars on sets and production, on salaries and
actor’s wages, when everything in the work could simply be
drawn on a page from the composer’s imagination. Art forms,
from classical to modern, could also be incorporated into a
narrative with little effort and had a much less distracting effect
than in film/TV.
The big issues of subject material circled back to legitimacy
problems, which seemed mostly to stem from a lack of suitable
adult material: basically, poor writing. Most Comics creators
entered the format due to a deep love of previous material, almost
always superheroes, and had no interest in crafting anything else.
It seemed a change of physical format, and a change in subject
material combined with a change in visual styles, could expand
the potential of the format to include material of more than ‘cult’
and ‘genre’ interest. Not every book written was a Western, a
Romance, or a Mystery, why was it imperative that every handcrafted visual narrative contain a superhero and supervillain
‘duking it out’, and consequently relegate the format to ‘kid’s
stuff’?

The enormous issue of the perception of ‘kid’s stuff’ became
critical with the Diana case: if, in stepping outside the
prototypical subject matter of Comics, a creator could be
sentenced to creative death, defensive measures had to be taken;
and preferably prior to a prosecution. The best avenue to a
legitimate defense looked like a comprehensive study of handcrafted visual narratives in the past, linking past material to the
present, and thereby fully legitimizing adult-aimed modern work,
placing it on the same creative level as film and TV.
A major point of the study was to put an end to the tyranny of
superheroes versus supervillains and their ridiculously rigid
character patterns: the petrified result of too many generations of
creators copying slavishly what had gone before, and creators
compromising subject matter to sell commercially to a very
narrow audience that had warped hand-crafted visual narratives
into the Comics form. This wasn’t a minor problem, either: when
presenting works to ‘Comics People’ they were visibly confused
by the subject matter, and invariably asked, “Where are the
characters?” meaning, ‘Where are the superheroes?’ and on being

told there weren’t any, typically insisted such material didn’t
belong in Comics, and should be presented in a prose book or a
movie!
‘Why don’t you go write a book, or make a movie?’ was a
constant comment, so much so that the final time it was asked, the
response was, ‘Why don’t you go fuck yourself?’ at which time
the author walked away from the ‘Comics Scene’ and never went
back. The narrow-minded myopia was just too much to take.
So the secondary point of this study, aside from the primary legal
aspect, was to fully legitimize Picture Stories as a personally selfexpressive Art Form on par with film and TV by locating and
presenting self-expressive works by artists in the past. This would
have the further effect of showing absurdly-enabled and
costumed superheroes as the illegitimate and juvenile aberration,
the infantile creative hijack, they clearly were.

Comics
and
Comic Books

Why did this seem to be the image of Comics?

How did this originally happen? A
format dedicated to guys in tights
leaping around.

When not featuring costumed superheroes,
Comics tend to rely on offensive fantasy
fulfillment...

...outrageous sexism...

...bondage porn.
Treatment of female figures in Comics tended
(tends) to lean towards extreme negativity,
dismissal, and objectification. It’s not really an
arguable thing.

Cartoonish Sex and Violence was,
and is, Comics’ language.

Back in the 1950s Comics went a bit
overboard and got themselves
into some serious trouble; this had the effect
of choking off the art form until well into the 1990s.
Forty years of suspended animation, stasis, stagnation.

Comics have always depended on their real revenues
from superheroes. Content-wise, things loosened up later
on, but by then, even when trying to be relevant, crafting
‘serious’ storylines, Comics insisted on using costumed
guys in tights.
And, a very strict arrangement of ‘characters’: a main
figure with superpowers, a sidekick, marginalized or
objectified women, supervillain(s)...

Why, even when presenting
supposedly serious material, was it so necessary to
merge that material with superheroes? It was obvious
that the biggest seller of any genre in Comics was
superheroes and a rigid ‘character set’; everything else
trailed in the dust. Superheroes sold more than anything
else.
But why?
Market forces, trademark and copyright issues, and a
strict distribution network didn’t fully explain it.

Comics could explore some more ‘mature’ themes,
when allowed subject material loosened up somewhat,
but always, always there were those superheroes
and those set-in-stone character arrangements.
Addressing alcoholism, The Bottle was treated like
a supervillain in Comic Book fashion, with the same
hyperbole and exaggerated visuals.

Comic Books in the 1970s did some surprisingly
‘relevant’ material that would not have been out of
place in some of the more progressive TV shows...
except nobody bought them, and the material was
again presented in stereotypical Comic Book visual
styles.
(Lady Cop, 1975)

A factor in Comics creation, learned from watching
a lot of aspiring Comics creators, was that artists
and writers developed their subject material from copying
existing Comics characters.
Aspiring Comics creators would fill notebooks with
poses, costumes, and descriptions of their
characters and their ‘powers’. Eventually, some of these
people would get skilled enough to become
professionals.
Comics, the really sucessful ones, the superhero ones,
were less a free-flowing work of art, and much more
a sequence of established iconic poses strung
together to craft a form of repetitive narrative. The
term ‘story’ barely applied: the core of Comics
was a character with some superpower, and a
presumed, automatic character set. ‘Story’
stemmed from that, not from any real dramatic
basis or character development.
A Comics ‘story’ was someone’s superhero creation
battling supervillains, usually with a sidekick, and female
characters with no depth. It was people creating the same
‘story’, really a character set, over and over.

But, it was obvious that in the past, various people had
tried to do New Things with the art form,
with limited acceptance...

I saw a few things indicating the format could be used in
other ways without the costumes, and be on equal
footing with film, if done well enough.

It was also apparent artists in the past had experimented with
picture narratives (Goya).
Certain Comics people had bothered themselves to try to
establish some kind of historical narrative for what was
now called Comics, looking for precedents in the past.

In their searches, Comics historians seemed to obsess
about a specific physical format: paper, a pamphlet or
periodical, etc.and a certain set of rules about how the
material is arranged on a printed page.
(1656 English broadsheet, God’s Revenge For Murder)

There were usually mentions of hieroglyphics as
precursors to cartooning and Comics, although a quick
study would show hieroglyphics and picture narratives
existed simultaneously and for separate purposes.

There was also an issue of Comics, so-called, being
used as instructional tools, showing how to perform a
progressive series of actions.

Comics have also always been used in schools
and churches, surviving even the most vicious attacks by
academics and authorities by featuring Instructional
Material, directed at early or reluctant readers.
(The Picture Bible; the best-selling single Comic
of all time: some 70,000,000 copies; except you
will note it’s not a Comic, it’s a picture Bible!)

What could be the harm of ‘An All-Pictorial Presentation’
(their words; it’s not a Comic!) of a
biography of Aaron Burr, for elementary schools?
Basically a Picture Book in a slightly modified
format, for early readers.

This idea, of Instruction,
leads, though, to an
assumption that Comics
are like Picture Books,
you know, for kids,
which is what got
Comics busted so hard
in the 1950s: their
potential effect on
young consumers.

A critical event in Comics was the conviction of Mike Diana
for obscenity for cartoon images he drew in his ‘zine.
Part of his sentence was, essentially, to be prohibited from
creating (completely fictional) imagery from his own
imagination in the privacy of his own home.
This sentence is still, apparently, unique, anywhere; and it
occurred in the USA, supposedly the Free World. It is still
in case law and could be cited by a prosecutor at any time.

Supposedly satirical Comics/political/social cartoons,
were a link to legitimacy, but where was the limit?
If a cartoonist could be sentenced to what amounted to
creative death for drawing pictures...
(From the late 1800s, New York):
“Wot ‘appened t’ Sal?”
“Ain’t ya ‘eard? She’s married agin!”

There seemed to be serious, and I mean serious,
legitimacy issues with Comics, with no really
clear reason as to why.
A promising approach was to somehow link present
Comics material with past Comics material:
justify modern work by associating
with historical political and satirical material.

One could use the Political Cartoon as a link:
Social Commentary, a fully legitimate use of the form,
allegedly, but with significant risks...

There are serious problems with the ‘satire-social comment’
approach to Comics history: much of the material of
Comics is not in the least satirical in intent. Comics
historians point to a ‘criticism of societal mores’ in
efforts to bring Comics into the realm of legitimate
art and writing, but often, it just doesn’t ring true.
This material may be ‘camp’ now, but it wasn’t intended
to be then.The intent was not there.

Is this a reflection of social morality, a sophisticated
commentary on the futility of human conflict? Is it
a cynical slap at patriotic Rah-Rah politics of the
Eisenhower Years? Really? Is it?

And what separates the medium/format known as Comics
from supposedly more legitimate Film? They both rely on
imagery strung together to tell a story.

It seemed at the same time as Comics were being developed
(mid 1800s) the same thing, presented slightly differently, was
being produced as a projected ‘medium’: the lantern slide.

The lantern slide then led to movies, which had some
legitimacy issues in their early days; but those were
overcome by religious leaders using them for Passion
Plays and the like, and the filming of news events.
Serious studies of Film emphasize the use of film as a
recording medium, used to record physical actions.Any
film theory book starts with a section on photography,
and the illusion of motion through persistence of
vision.

But is Film really just a recording medium, used to record
physically real things? ‘Actors’ on an open-air ‘Stage’, a kind
of celluloid Theater-In-The-Round? Is that what it does,
really? Is that what it is?
Is what is being filmed ‘real’? More ‘real’ than a hand-drawn
image not created from a physically present model?

Some very respected Filmmakers made use of so-called
storyboards so extensive, so elaborate, the final filmed
product was little more than a pantomimed version of
a drawn picture narrative they’d already created.

It seemed like Comics historians thought ‘serious’ Comics
somehow emerged from the tradition of caricature, satire,
and cartooning.

There are some problems with this idea. How did this...

...lead to this? Except for format, they hardly even
seem to be related at all.

What exactly is the story here?

Are there precedents for serious, hand-drawn
picture narratives that didn’t depend on an
acceptance of social commentary, satire, and
light amusements?
Historical, hand-crafted: drawn, painted, engraved, Picture Stories that can’t be termed
Comics and Comic Books?

Multiple Image
Narratives
VS
Single Image
Narratives

Are single image cartoons the same thing as narrative,
multiple-image Comics?
Modern Comics historians believe them to be: the functions
of humor, satire, commentary, are supposedly linked.
But is this really valid? Do single images function
differently than do multiple-image narratives?

(Schulz, Young Pillars)

It’s a little difficult to see how this concept, this
narrative, could be accomplished in a single image.

(Schulz, Peanuts)

There is no way this narrative could be accomplished in a
single image. As a concept, yes; but not as a story, a
discussion of opposing viewpoints.

A movie poster can sort-of summarize a film, but can’t
tell the entire story. It can communicate the relative
relationships of figures within the story, but can’t tell a
story itself.
A movie poster can describe, in vague terms, what the
story is about, but doesn’t tell the story.

Single image cartoon.

Multiple-image narrative.

The distinction between a single image and multiple-image
narratives is very important in the study of multiple-image
narratives: it limits what can be considered a Picture Story.
If it’s decided a single image illustrating an isolated event from
a greater narrrative, is itself narrative, then any piece of art
describing any event from any story becomes narrative. Also, if
any visual summation of a series of events is narrative, then all
and any art featuring any figures from any story is also
narrative.
This can’t be correct. The above image, from a series of four,
works all right alone...

...but remove a scene or panel from this narrative and the
story falls apart. It doesn’t work.

This isn’t a story.

This is a story.

There was an important
decision made in this journey
to differentiate between
single image works
and multiple image works.
While both can be brought
under the modern umbrella
of Comics, more
accurate descriptions are those
of ‘Cartoon’ and
‘Picture Story’.
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Modern Comic Strip.

Manuscript Illumination.

Comic Book.

Illustrated Pocket Book.

Digital Slide Show.

Narrative Painting Cycle.

Magic Lantern Presentation.

A Christological Fresco Cycle!
...seriously.

Movie Novel.

Illustrated Screenplay.

Life Icon.

Narrative Thangka Painting.

None of this is new.

Modern
Picture Story
Legitimacy

Shakespeare, politics, and travelogues: the stuff of Film
Legitimacy. Aesthetic guardians okayed this material
and in so doing legitimized Film.
Religious organizations, especially the
Evangelical outfits, were also enthusiastic about the
possibilities of film in its early days. It could be
used to teach the Gospel.

Religious subject material went a long way
towards legitimizing Film in the US.

Don’t forget that ultimate US Morality Play:
Uncle Tom’s Cabin (the most popular play in US history,
although in many incarnations it degenerated into more
or less of a blackface minstrel show).
In the early days
of film it doesn’t seem a single year went by without
a new version being produced.

Same thing with
Comics:
The Picture Bible.
70 Million Copies.

Comics and other narrative forms have been
featured in US religion since ever, and in many cases
were developed by religious teachers before
commercial exploitation.
Even through the Comics crackdown in the 1950s
religious material was never questioned, not even once.

‘Educational’ material has always
been okay: the series Classics Illustrated
had a successful run of decades,
and never had a problem
with educational authorities.
They were originally called ‘Classic Comics’
but apparently it was decided to drop the
‘Comics’ label in favor of being closer
to the Illustrated Book.

The interior of these were rarely accurate
or true to the original texts but, then,
neither were movies made of classics.

Although religious use of Comics could, and did, go
off the rails from time to time...

The important thing is that, in the study,
allegedly educational and religious material told in
Picture Stories was absolutely fair game:
such things have always been part of
the format/medium, and there was no
reason to try to separate religious and
educational material
from supposedly secular material.

The important thing
was ‘seeing’ these
Picture Stories
anywhere they could
be found,
regardless of
content: the only
requirement was
a deliberate effort
to tell a story
with pictures.

Children's Books
and
Picture Stories

The accepted use of
imagery in combination
with words, in Western
thought, is as an
imagination-building
tool: a child or
beginning reader, unable
to produce a mental image
of their own by reading a
word, is aided in this
process by a custom image.

How many people would picture this bird
from the word-prompt of ‘ibis’? That’s what
picture aids do: help develop an internal
encyclopedia of imagery associated with certain words.

Imagery can also be used as instruction, showing
acts to be performed to accomplish a task; in this
case using a CIA-developed ‘Deer Gun’ to
assassinate an enemy.

Children’s books, in the educational establishment,
are designed to both instruct and build imagination:
evocative places, engaging visuals, teaching and
expanding knowledge of other people and places.
Behavior depicted is also instructive, as it depicts
how people act in certain circumstances, and typically
has some positive moral.
In a children’s book about a child in Japan, the visuals
are mostly necessary, as a child in the US can’t really
be expected to visualize Japan from words alone.

An evocative, and education-approved image: a boy
and girl looking at the stars at night, and using this
positive image to convey information about the
constellations. In this case, the use of children in a
children’s book enables the reader to relate to the
characters, place themselves in the characters’ position,
and ‘see’ the constellations more easily.

Teaching the story of The Odyssey is made a more
engaging experience for younger readers by the
use of clever illustrations.
How can a young reader be expected to imagine
the kind of imagery present in the story, from
words alone?

This kind of imagery has a long and approved
history in the West: Mother Goose, from the mid-1700s.

Which leads us
to the Comics
problem: what
exactly are we
teaching here?

...or here?

...or here?

Let’s not even get started on what we
might be teaching here.

Certain Comics can slide by with gentle digs and
commentaries on various topics, for laughs or
satire...
The careful reader will note the subtle message on
the chalkboard: the words are spelled correctly,
and the addition problems are accurate.

But don’t forget, the West expects there to be, ultimately,
a lesson learned, and instruction beneath the comedy and
satire. The amusement portion is just a veneer, a draw to
engage the attention of a reader, and isn’t regarded as the
actual substance of the material.

Gentle comedy and commentary, clothed in amusing and
engaging imagery, to sell morality and lessons to young
readers, is very well established in the West.

Uses of imagery for social commentary is also very
well established in the West. There again, the imagery
is used to sell a concept, an idea: cartoons and
caricatures are about conveying real information and
opinions.

Western discussion of imagery is shot through with a
tremendous amount of anxiety about this function: that
imagery is basically instructive; and tremendous anxiety
about what any given image might be teaching.

The question in the West is always, always:
“What is this image-story teaching others to do?
What actions are being described, that the reader
is being encouraged to copy and emulate?”

There is an age-based concept in the West: except for
certain things, imagery is expected to be discarded
as the word-imagination builds. The bigger the mental
encyclopedia of imagery becomes, the less imagery is
expected to be needed or employed.
A reader is expected to grow out of image-assisted
reading.

Exceptions are for instructional use, like this
grocery store display shipper: this is approved.

But where does this assumption come from?
Why is it assumed story-imagery, in specific, much
more so than prose work, is expected to have
an instructive message?
In the West, it is literally assumed: it’s just meant
to be instructive, and that’s that. There is little
or no examination as to why this is.

Is this image instructive? Is it
teaching a person to poke out an
eyeball? In the orthodox view of
imagery as a word-imagination
aid, that’s exactly what it’s doing.

The Modern Graphic
Novel
And It's Approved Uses

Currently an approved use of Comics is the
so-called Graphic Novel, which is often
legitimized by being a form of reportage.

This is a combination of photojournalism...

...and the now-obsolete Correspondent’s Sketch.

Prior to photo-lithography, news in pictures was
accomplished with sketches made supposedly
on-the-spot.

Photojournalism can sometimes cross
over and blend both the function of cartoon and
reportage...

Vietnam, 1971

Problems occur with photojournalism.
When TV became popular after World War II,
analysts and teachers were delirious about
how it could be used to instruct and enlighten,
it would change the world, with real-time
news; it would bring the world closer together...

...except nobody cared.

The biggest draw in the early days of televison?
Professional wrestling.

Which brings us right back to the subject material of
Comics: guys in tights flying through the air.
Comics superheroes were originally based on wrestlers
and their costumes; when TV came in, it simply replaced
Comics, being more efficient.
It’s probably why Comics got hammered so badly in the
1950s: they had been rendered obsolete.

Comics, prior to TV, featured material in mass-market
newspapers that would never have been okay had there
been a viable, visual alternative for such subject matter.
When this subject material moved to TV, Comics were
relegated back to the status of children’s books: visual
aids for slow readers, and consequently limited to
instructive subject matter suitable for kids.

TV legitimized itself with telecast plays, just like film
had done 50 years earlier.

Twelve Angry Men

This was okay on TV...

...this wasn’t okay in Comics.
(...and yes, that’s a very young Grace Kelly.)

It seems Comics got castrated after World War II due
to obsolescence: TV just did it better.
And, due to the illusion of motion, it appeared to
be a recorded, live-action Play, and therefore
respectable and legitimate.
The fact is, the subject material, what was truly popular
and made money for broadcasters,
was never news or instructive, challenging work: it was
the same cartoonish material that had been so
successful in Comics.

Graphic Novels and Comics have found a
respectable niche by acting as reportage,
a kind of first-hand narrative with pictures,
like a hand-drawn slideshow of sorts.

This accepted and respectable function of
reportage, first-person narration, and personal
sketches and impressions in imagery, aren’t
really any different than any illustrated book.
A story-with-pictures facilitates a transfer of
reality-based knowledge; it’s designed to educate,
using vivid imagery to hold the attention of
a reader.
A modern Graphic Novel, while very much
more sophisticated than most children’s books,
still functions in an identical way.
It’s approved, allowed, but still acts like a kid’s book.

Historical
Picture Story
Examples

CLUSTERS
A big problem is not only how to deal with
the vast array of Picture Stories existing all
over the world, it’s how to make some sense of
their use.
They seem to simply appear at various times and
places, seemingly spontaneously, and in
forms so similar it’s difficult to believe they
aren’t related.
There is no linear timeline, like Western History,
for better or worse, likes to find. There is no
progression from simple to complex, plain
to fancy.
They just appear.
The decision was made to present some of the
material found (this is by no means all!) in, for
lack of a better term, ‘clusters’, which revolve around
central cultural figures, whether religious or
political or whatever: these figures act as
central focal points for human groups, so
tend to act in similar ways regardless of
whether they’re supposedly secular or
religious.

First Cluster:

Christian

England, Medieval.

Christian church in now-Iran

More English material.

English.

French.

Picture Stories are everywhere: it's just that in many cases, they've
been plastered over during Calvinist iconoclastic fits, or destroyed
completely. It seems restorers can't scratch a church interior with
a fingernail anywhere in Western Europe without finding a
Picture Story.

Transylvania, 1300-1400s: a dual band of parallel story, with
Christ below and Saint Ladislas above. These were covered up
and just recently being restored.

Zillis, ceiling, Switzerland. c. 1110

Typical Italian Picture Story.

The survival problem is serious. Stave Church, Norway: upper
band. It's estimated Scandinavia had up to 2,000 churches of this
type: currently Norway has 28 left.

Western Churches had altarpieces acting as a screen in the front of
the structure; a liturgical change later removed all these, and the
Picture Stories in them were mostly broken up. In Western
museums, almost every small painting with a Christ-centered
theme was originally part of a Picture Story.

Picture Stories weren't limited to Christ: John The Baptist.

A recent attempt at a reconstruction of one of the altarpieces,
demonstrating the difficulty of figuring out what happened to
these nearly-universal Picture Stories.

Big Boy on the block: The Sistine Chapel.

How long did this go on? Dura-Europas, c. 240s.
The city, in now-Syria, had Jewish, Christian, and
Pagan residents, who all seemed to be stealing artistic
techniques and formats from each other.

The modern view of Western Protestant churches as always
being these spare, white, Zen-like places is just not
factual: originally they were covered in narrative
imagery: Picture Stories.

Even later mass-market woodcuts, distributed
all over the Christian world, were designed to
be displayed in the home, in a style
similar to the wall frescoes, etc. on display
in almost every church in the Western world.

All these Picture Stories all over the place bring up an idea: they
might predate what's now regarded as Western Drama. While the
established narrative of Western Theater is that of mass
celebrations of various sorts predating Christianity, revolving
around music and ritual, in the church, Picture Stories predate the
medieval Passion Plays.
So-called 'Legit Theater' is considered a kind of amalgam of
Greek Theater rediscovered and Christian themes, but as far as
subject material, the Passion Plays, the Picture Stories long
predate any live-action acting-out of the narrative.
There is a genre of narrative paintings now regarded as recordings
of live theater, but it's obvious Picture Stories of Christ's life
predate these shows by at least a thousand years.
The Picture Stories so prevalent in Western Christian art don't
encompass any of these 'theatrical' events: they showcase a
specific, very consistent narrative that doesn't revolve around any
physical rituals: they exist separately, in some separate realm.

Picture Stories did appear in books early on, but again there is an
issue of survival... illuminated manuscript page, c. 500s.

David.

Bernward's Column, detail.

Interesting use of the parallel narrative: Ixmiquilpan, Mexico.
Picture Story of Native armies fighting a war campaign; San
Miguel church. c. mid-1500s.

Christian church in now-Iran.

Biblia Pauperum.

More Christian.

All this Picture Story history leads to an interesting concept: since
'The Bible' as it's usually known in the West wasn't decided on or
compiled until fairly late in Christianity, there is a possibility the
Picture Story predates the now-established Western Bible as it's
now known. Eastern Orthodoxy insists on a history based in oral
tradition, not necessarily in written words. It also insists imagery
in the form of ikons has been in existence since the very earliest
time in the church. Not popular views in Reformation
Protestantism.

Religious themed Picture Stories also made it into private homes:
Susanna and the Elders, upper register, in an English Country
House. Revealed under wall covering during a restoration.

Now-Turkey, Cappadocia, the underground Cave Churches. The
narratives are on the ceiling arches.

The only image found of a very popular narrative in late Medieval
England: The Prodigal Son. Wall mural.
This story was pasted and painted on tavern walls all over the
country. It is referenced in 'The Merry Wives Of Windsor':

Host:
“There's his chamber, his house, his castle, his
standing-bed and truckle-bed; 'tis painted about
with the story of the Prodigal, fresh and new.”
William Shakespeare's father, tellingly, was very active in
financing the covering and removal of Picture Stories.

A major problem with studying Picture Stories is the generally
poor condition and difficulty of access to them. Often, they are in
poor repair, defaced, covered up, dismantled and fragmented.
Illuminated manuscripts are some of the worst for this: 'collectors'
often removed the images from their original contexts, cut them
out, and sold them to other 'collectors' as individual artworks,
which isn't what they are: they are contextual events in a
narrative.
There is an additional problem of extremely poor documentation
by Western academics. It doesn't seem to occur to anyone these
images might be contextual events. It's like they're invisible to the
Western eye.
Even finding coherent reproductions in modern books is almost
impossible: fascimilies are often so expensive as to be unavailable
to anyone but the wealthy, and academic studies can't seem to
present what should be obvious 'stories' as 'stories'.

Poor repair, later architectural modifications that ignored the now
out-of-fashion Picture Stories. England, The Passion in roundels.

Late material.

Roundels were also used in manuscripts.

A fascinating Christian Picture Story is the Solomon and Sheba
from Ethiopa, which has apparently stayed the same for about a
thousand years, possibly longer than that. Which brings up a point
worth making: contact between cultures in the ancient world was
much more extensive than modern people think.
The so-called 'Greco-Roman-India' trade circuit put all these
cultures into contact: and never, never underestimate the ability
and willingness of artists to point-blank steal from each other.
Around the accepted dates of the birth of Christ, there were Indian
Buddhists in Egypt, Romans in India, Greeks in Afghanistan; all
these cultures were in contact.

BUDDHIST

Buddhist steleae, c. 500-ish. Afghanistan area.

More Buddhist material. This kind of thing is very common but
again, very poorly documented.

A depiction of the massive Picture Story temple at Borobudur,
Indonesia. The structure was designed to be walked in a certain
order, viewing the imagery in sequence.

Examples.

The Great Stupa at Sanchi, originally c. 300 BCE, heavily
modified several times. There are Picture Stories on the entry
gates: there is no way to tell if there were ever images inside the
stupa itself.

Not a Picture Story, but a reliquary demonstrating some motifs:
square base, winding columns topped with lions, a form showing
up in the Columns of Ashoka, and looking suspiciously like the
pattern of the Column of Trajan.

Buddhist Picture Stories are very common, but tend to remain in
similar formats that have stayed the same for a very long time.

HINDU

The Ramayana is the big deal in India and Hindu areas.

Wall hangings, tapestries, etc.

Ankgor Wat.

The Ramayana has been depicted as a Picture Story for a very,
very long time.

A good book, if you can find it:
Rama-Legenden Und Rama-Reliefs in Indonesien, Willem
Stutterheim.
The only thorough document of Prambanan.

Valmiki's Ramayana, the 'Comic Book'. It's sold somewhere
North of 70 million copies since its first publication.
Naturally, there was the usual bleating from the usual suspects
when it was first published, about degrading the culture,
corrupting the sacred words,
blah, blah, blah...

It's unclear how modern scholars of the Ramayana could really
legitimately object to a Picture Story version, when faced with the
evidence at Kailasa and other locales.
There is, in the Hindu Ramayana Picture Story record, a
currently very controversial issue of any approximation of how
much damage various historical Muslim campaigns did to Hindu
temples and imagery.
It seems to have been extensive, so whatever is left is, like
everywhere else, a small fragment of what was originally made.

Hindu roundels.

Life of Krishna.

'PAGAN' AND OTHERS

Tabulae Ilaecae. Trojan War, Roman.

Layout of Picture Stories in a Villa Pompeii: Heracles and Troy.

Narrative of Sigurd from Ramsund, Sweden, c. 1030

Sigurd story, Hylestad Church, Norway, c. 1200

Pre-Islamic grave stelae, Arabian Peninsula

Balawat Gates, stories of Assyrian kings, c. 850 BCE

Nimrud Palace reliefs, c. 850 BCE. Ashurnasirpal II; the reliefs
are scattered; the British Museum has a partial reconstruction.

A few examples. War campaigns and hunting expeditions.
These are stories.

Column of Trajan, Column of Marcus Aurelius, Ashoka Column.

Bonampak, elevation and interior; Mayan, Yaxchilan, Mexico; c.
700-ish.

Wu Liang Grave/Shrine, China, c. 150. Example and partial
reconstruction.

This stuff goes back a long time. Native American
Bison Hide Robe.

Bison hide story.

'Teepee', with stories painted on it, to be circumnabulated by
viewers.

When Native Americans got put in camps,
the only material they had available were
'ledger books', and they immediately commenced
making Picture Stories in them: similar
to a modern children's book or Comic.
Ironically, the only place to see these now,
in the USA, is in 'children's books'.

It's fascinating to see artistic similarities between
Siberian Rock Art and Native American
Picture Stories.

Page from the 'Nuttal Codex', c.1400.
Picture Story. When examined by Western academics in the late
1800s
their judgment was:
“...the document was probably intended for the
amusement of children but was so foolish it
would only bore them...”

A major conceit of Western 'modern' ideas
is that previous people couldn't draw:
this is simply not true. When depicting animals,
landscapes, etc. human beings going back
to Paleolithic Times were not artistically retarded.
This means that the art and depictions weren't
'crude' or 'primitive', they were stylized, and
stylized for a very important meaning.
Human figures were not depicted 'realistically'
not because people 'back then' couldn't
draw, they were stylized for purposes
of mystical belief. Art, and particularly Picture Stories,
served a particular purpose.

Islam.

If you are going to ask if Islam has okayed Picture Stories
at any time, the answer is 'yes', but in limited ways.
Currently, the true examples are so scattered they will
probably never be reconstituted.

There are a number of
Illuminated Manuscripts of
Islamic subjects.
Ottoman Empire and Iranian
(Persian) mostly. Some
Mughal, India.

Abrahamic.

Old Testament examples are everywhere.

Moses.

Joshua Scroll, Vatican.

Sarajevo Haggadah.

Roundels of Genesis.

ASIA AND OTHERS

Japanese Scroll with Instructor; this function, of 'interpreter',
continued in Japan well into the 1930s with 'Benshi', a kind of
narrator/interpreter/dialogue performer, for silent films; Akira
Kurosawa's father was a Benshi.

Japanese Emaki Scroll, Emaki-Mono; naturally, the good ones
ones have been cut to pieces. The most important, 'Genji
Monogatari Emaki', c. 1200, has been reduced to about 15% of
the original.

Picture Story of the Monk, Shinran; c. 1600s, hanging scrolls.

The Tale of Genji was hugely popular on
multi-panel room screens.

Japanese Kibyoshi, c. 1775-1800s.

Persian Wall Mural of war campaign;
Panjikent, Tajikistan, c. 740.

Wall Mural of the Story of Rustam, the 'Scythian Heracles';
Panjikent, Tajikistan, c. 600-ish. Sogdian. Researcher Guitty
Azarpay uses his own custom term, 'Pictorial Epic', to describe
these murals.

Buddhist Thangka, Tibet; common design/format.

Russian Lubok, 1865; Current Russian Comics historians look to
Lubok for their native Comics origins, but also comment the
technique used for Lubok came originally from China/Asia.

This kind of Russian technique was used extensively in the
ROSTA window posters during the Civil War; V. Mayakovsky
made huge numbers of them.

China continued with Picture Story books in the form of Manhua
and Lianhuanhua;
an adaptation of 'All Quiet On the Western Front'.

This has continued with such film adaptations as 'Valter Brani
Sarajevo'; the most popular war movie ever made... in China.
Many of these little booklet Picture Stories sold into the millions.

Western Secular, Early

'God's Revenge For Murder', 1656, English: the similarity to
Illuminated Picture Stories should be obvious.
Moving 'Religious' to 'Secular/Popular'.

Commonly cited: the Bayeaux 'Tapestry'. It's not actually a
tapestry. It's an embroidery.

The authorized Museum Reproduction is much loved by cats. It's
like a great big ribbon! What could be more fun than that?

The Picture Story of King Charles of Spain, c. 1788.

Rubens, 'The Medici Cycle'. It isn't old enough to have been
dispersed. c. 1623.

Goya, 'Friar Pedro Shoots Bandit 'El Maragato' As His Horse
Runs Off'. c. 1806.

Edgar Allen Poe, the Raven, Picture Story/Lantern Slide set:
USA, c. mid 1800s. Lantern slides are not some 'new thing', they
are just projected on a wall instead of being painted on them: they
can then be transported anywhere: they are, for all practical
purposes, mobile fresco Picture Stories.

Alice in Wonderland, hand-painted lantern slides. This example
is, of course, out of order. That makes it a 'cycle', not a Picture
Story. God forbid pictures (gasp!) be put in an order to tell a
coherent story.

Alleged 'early movie'; but many, if not most, early films were cut
by exhibitors, chopped up, and also available as lantern slides.
Examining (very) early film journals and business magazines,
film was considered, by the people trying to use them, i.e., make
actual money with them, attract audiences, as really no different
from long-existing lantern slides. Wall Frescoes. Picture Stories.
Absolutely no different. They were a series of tableaux with the
magical illusion of motion within the tableaux. Film is impossible
to comprehend and understand without knowing the human
history of Picture Stories.

Very early film was sold to distributors and exhibitors as a series
of scenes, with the illusion of motion within the scenes.
These descriptions were not for crass, mass, ass (in seats),
audiences, wanting the 'magic': these were the producers, trying to
figure out how to attract the greatest number of human beings to
their given product: the always-existing Picture Story.

Stagecoach. Final scene in a classic Picture Story. It's just posed
and photographed, not painted. John Ford is famously quoted as
saying, of Marion Morrison, the 'actor', “He can't act; but by God,
he looks like a man!”

Iconometrics

There was a huge, insurmountable problem with the denigration
of a series of endlessly-repeated poses, layouts, formats, and etc.
of modern Comics: discarding the modern prejudice of
'cartooning' and 'caricature', the only thing left with historical,
very serious Picture Stories is Iconometrics: the use of rigid
diagrams for the understood reproduction of Iconic figures.
These diagrams weren't just used here, and there: they were used
everywhere. There is not a single Picture Story, prior to secular
use of the form, that didn't use them.
Not. One. Single. Example.

It applies to all 'Art':
Look at this sinuous example of Artistic Freedom and Personal
Expression and... not. This sculpture was made using dangling
strings off a rig, and carved by workers in a set of absolutely
rigid, religious, iconometrics.
And none of it had anything to do with any physical reality as the
Western World regards it.

Also, it's been conclusively proven that all ancient artwork made
of stone or any other substance was brightly painted: nothing was
left unpainted.
All In Color For a Dime.

Random Examples
Trip To A Museum:
They're Not Hard To Find.

David and Goliath.

Tabletop altarpiece: Mary.

Coronation of Mary

Ivory foldout: lower left-lower right, upper left-upper right.

Tale of Malabruna, a kind of popular 'Moses' variation.

There is another Malabruna casket in the National Museum of
Slovenia at Brdo Castle.

These Picture Stories are everywhere if one just looks for them.

GREGORIAN LAW
The Legal Basis of Picture Stories
In the Western World

EPISTLE XIII
TO SERENUS, BISHOP OF MASSILIA, (Marseilles):
(Translated into English approx. 1867)
“...but, while putting aside consideration of
our wholesome admonitions, thou hast come to be culpable,
not only in thy
deeds, but in thy questionings also. For indeed it had been
reported to us
that, inflamed with inconsiderate zeal, thou hadst broken
images of saints,
as though under the plea that they ought not to be adored.
And indeed in
that thou forbadest them to be adored, we altogether praise
thee; but we
blame thee for having broken them. Say, brother, what
priest has ever been
heard of as doing what thou hast done? If nothing else,
should not even
this thought have restrained thee, so as not to despise other
brethren,
supposing thyself only to be holy and wise?
“For to adore a picture is one thing, but to learn through the
story of a picture
what is to be adored is another. For what writing presents to
readers,
this a picture presents to
the unlearned who behold, since in it even the ignorant see
what they ought

to follow; in it the illiterate read. Hence, and chiefly to the
nations,
a picture is instead of reading. And this ought to have been
attended to
especially by thee who livest among the nations, lest, while
inflamed
inconsiderately by a right zeal, thou shouldest breed
offence to savage
minds.
“And, seeing that antiquity has not without reason admitted
the
histories of saints to be painted in venerable places, if thou
hadst
seasoned zeal with discretion, thou mightest undoubtedly
have obtained what
thou wert aiming at, and not scattered the collected flock,
but rather
gathered together a scattered one; that so the deserved
renown of a
shepherd might have distinguished thee, instead of the
blame of being a
scatterer lying upon thee. But from having acted
inconsiderately on the
impulse of thy feelings thou art said to have so offended
thy children that
the greatest part of them have suspended themselves from
thy communion.
“When, then, wilt thou bring wandering sheep to the Lord's
fold, not being

able to retain those thou hast? Henceforth we exhort thee
that thou study
even now to be careful, and restrain thyself from this
presumption, and
make haste, with fatherly sweetness, with all endeavour,
with all
earnestness, to recall to thyself the minds of those whom
thou findest to
be disjoined from thee.
“For the dispersed children of the Church must be called
together, and
it must he shown then by testimonies of sacred Scripture
that it is not
lawful for anything made with hands to be adored, since it
is written, Thou
shalt adore the Lord thy God, and him only shalt serve
(Luke iv. 8). And
then, with regard to the pictorial representations which had
been made for
the edification of an unlearned people in order that, though
ignorant of
letters, they might by turning their eyes to the story itself
learn what
had been done, it must be added that, because thou hadst
seen these come to
be adored, thou hadst been so moved as to order them to be
broken.
“And it must be said to them,

If for this instruction for which images were
anciently made you wish to have them in the church, I
permit them by all
means both to be made and to be had. And explain to them
that it was not
the sight itself of the story which the picture was hanging to
attest that
displeased thee, but the adoration which had been
improperly paid to the
pictures. And with such words appease their minds; recall
them to
agreement with thee And if anyone should wish to make
images, by no means
prohibit him, but by all means forbid the adoration of
images. But let thy
Fraternity carefully admonish them that from the sight of
the event
portrayed they should catch the ardour of compunction; and
bow themselves
down in adoration of the One Almighty Holy Trinity.
“Now we say all this in our love of Holy Church, and of thy
Fraternity.
Be not then shaken, in consequence of my rebuke, in the
zeal of
uprightness, but rather be helped in the earnestness of thy
pious
administration.”

Conclusions And Comic Books
The research was incredibly difficult; it took a huge amount of
time and effort. The proof of all this is very well concealed, but I
don’t think that’s deliberate. I think it’s the result of the
application of a word-based ideology embedded, ingrained,
inculcated in ‘educated’ scholars and academics that actually
blinds them to historical Picture Stories.

Picture Stories featured superheroes, central cultural figures. And
never gods as they are usually known, like Zeus or whatever, but
always a special man. Sometimes a woman. But the figure is
always human. And they are not for personal expression. They are
not a personally-expressive ‘art form’ as that idea is generally
known in the West in modernity. Unless your personal expression
is making Picture Stories about superheroes! Which the majority
of Comic Book People like doing...
As far as what Picture Stories do, the modern belief among the
‘educated’ is that Picture Stories are for little kids and illiterates,
the physically and culturally immature, and since ‘educated’
people are never immature, these Picture Stories, when found
(and they are everywhere) are not worthy of any serious study. So

Picture Stories, when found, tend to be dismissed by the
‘educated’, as a mature, literate researcher can’t be bothering
themselves with children’s playthings and the ignorant
superstitions of people who can’t read. The ‘educated’ study Great
Books, not Comic Books.

Picture Stories are viewed as watered down, simplified, little-kid
versions of the true legends and myths, hacked-up, illustrated,
sort-of-narratives to communicate at least some of the truly
important knowledge to the unwashed, illiterate masses. The
‘educated’ view Picture Stories as crudely instructive, greatly
simplified, abridged editions of the Great Myths, designed for the
low-IQ’ed majority. The Bible For Dummies. The Ramayana For
Dummies. The Life Of The Buddha For Dummies. Just like
modern Comic Books: Books For Dummies.
Oh my god, the squealing and bleating and complaining and
whining by academics and scholars throughout history about
Picture Stories! It has to be witnessed to be believed. It’s really
incredible. And not just the above moaning and groaning: when
given half a chance, and given authority, and control of real
physical power, the ‘educated’ annointed can, and will, attack
Picture Stories with any and all available force: legal, devotional,

physical force. A significant reason Picture Stories are hard to
find isn’t just because of embarrassment or blindness by
academics; most of them have been destroyed at the direction of
cultural authorities. Historically, not only did cultural authorities
destroy the Picture Stories, they had the creators killed.
This pack of ‘educated’ ideologically motivated zealots have been
up to this for a very long time. The Mike Diana case is nothing
new at all. One of the most shocking, devastating conclusions of
the research was that the reason the Kultur Kops didn’t galvanize
and come to Diana’s rescue, was because they share a value
system with the Foaming Fundies in Gainesville, Florida. That
mob of bible-bangers lit torches and took out after Mike Diana,
and the pinkie-sucking aesthetes in Ivory Towers didn’t come to
his aid because they are the same people.
Which brings me to the most devastating conclusion of all: just
like the Fundies insist, the USA is a Christian Nation.
Culturally, based on the primacy of The Almighty Word, viewing
images as adjuncts, visual aids for dimwits, designed for the
education of people who can’t walk and chew gum at the same
time, the USA is based solidly on Western Philosophy, which is
based itself solidly on Western Christian Theology. In terms of
cultural genetics, the USA is a Christian Nation. Mike Diana got
hauled into an ecclesiastical court and condemned to a form of
creative death for going against Western Dogma.
Diana’s probably lucky: during one of the iconoclastic upheavals
that tormented The Church prior to the Great Schism, a guy
refused to stop painting icons, and the Kultur Kops crushed his
hands and blinded him. They only left him alive as a warning to
others.

All this led to some big questions; it’s fairly obvious that Picture
Stories are (both huge and) hugely important; they aren’t just
decorations on temples: they show every sign of being why the
structures were built. In many cases temples and churches were
designed and built as containers for Picture Stories. Also, they
tend to occur during periods of increasing societal sophistication
and cultural hegemony; they start occurring during periods of
increasing literacy, and are most often found in structures and
places where it can safely established the people commissioning
and making them were themselves literate. They are also often
found in places where the unwashed masses clearly had no
regular access to them.

This circumstance is borne out in modern Comic Book fandom:
from personal experience, I can confidently state the Comic Book
Geek Culture is, if anything, hyper-literate, with IQs well above
the average of the population. Waaay above the norm, the mean.
Way high. Socially isolated and awkward, yes, but stupid? Not a
bit. Not at all. Comic Book People tend to be much ‘smarter’ than
most people, and are most often very literate, to a degree much

higher than the general population. In many cases, socially inept
but astronomically literate. Comic Books are the modern (handmade) incarnation of the always-existing Picture Story, and the
people making and enjoying them are, in my experience,
spectacularly literate. MIT-scholarship-quality.
In fact, there are distinct parallels between modern Comic Geek
subculture and the monk-painter subculture that created historical
Picture Stories: supersmart, isolated, literate, often celibate
(voluntary or otherwise) artists making elaborate Picture Stories
for a gnostic subculture. Someone not in the initiated might see
one or two and learn something from them, but that’s not their
primary use. It’s not why they’re made.
Modern Comic Books, modern Picture Stories, seem to be a kind
of… echo… of a very ancient human impulse.
So: if Picture Stories aren’t Books For Dummies, and they’re not,
then what are they?

Human Imagination
Ellet J. Waggoner
The Review and Herald : November 29, 1898
Imagination is not a gift of God. It is the perversion of God’s gift.
It is the result of refusing to let God Himself direct the faculties,
which He has given us, and trying to direct them ourselves. One
has no right to imagine anything. Imagination is but an ignis
fatuus** that leads men into a fog. The first chapter of Romans
tells what it does for men. They had the knowledge of God, —
that is, of the truth, for God had showed it unto them. But they
did not like to retain God in their knowledge; they did not like to
admit that they were not wise in themselves. So they proceeded
to find out the truth by their own “reason.”
But God is the only source of reason, and “reasoning” without
Him is only vain imagination. They saw wisdom and power
displayed in the things that are made, and which are growing. But
they would not acknowledge that it was God’s power and wisdom
that were manifested there, for in that case they would have been
obliged to acknowledge that it was only by His power and
wisdom that they themselves lived and acted and thought. This
they would not do, for they professed themselves to be wise; they
put themselves in the place of God.

Then there was nothing left for them but to say that the things that
were made were God, thus changing the truth of God into a lie.
Instead of seeing God in everything, they imagined that
everything was God, because they rejected the truth to begin with.
The truth is that God’s power and divinity are to be seen working
in everything that is made; the lie is to say that the power and
wisdom originate in the things that are made whether it be men or
the grass of the field. When men substituted their own
imaginations for pure reason, it naturally followed that they gave
those imaginations visible form, and so image worship was the
result.
Imagination is simply the forming of an image in one’s own
mind. The image that is formed is only the imagination of the
heart made visible. To make images is idolatry, whether they be
formed by the hands, or only retained in the heart. (Italics and
bold are mine)
The work of the Gospel is to cast down imaginations. “Every
high thing that exalteth itself against the knowledge of God,”
must be overthrown, and every thought must be brought into
captivity to the obedience of Christ. Imagination has no place in
God’s work. He deals in facts, not in fancies. The gospel is a
fact. There is no speculation about it. We have only to believe
what is real, that which has been done and finished.

Think what heights of knowledge we all might have attained to
even in our short lives, and with our meager advantages, if we had
never learned anything but the truth. We might not have been
able to make much of a display, but we would have had
something of solid value. One bag full of wheat is worth more
than a thousand bags full of air. That which made Jesus of
Nazareth superior to all the men of His day was the fact that He
held Himself rigidly to the truth. Thank God that even though we
have turned every one to his own way, and have filled ourselves
with winds of teaching, it is never too late to learn the truth. If we
come to Jesus in humility, He will transform us by the renewing
of our minds, even giving us His own perfect mind.
Jesus Christ is the wisdom of God, and he is of God made unto us
wisdom as well as righteousness. God’s Word is the only source
of wisdom; “for the Lord giveth wisdom; out of his mouth cometh
knowledge and understanding.”
Now since imagination is the deadly foe of the truth and of
wisdom, it is evident that in dealing with the Scriptures, above all
things, every trace of imagination should be rigidly excluded.
Nothing of self must be allowed any place.
We must hold ourselves as nothing, not bringing to the study of
the Word any preconceived ideas, or rather, what men are pleased
to call ideas. We must be silent before the Lord, believing that
every word of God is absolute truth, and allowing Him to fill us.

Then there will be no mistakes. Then there will be no danger that
we shall fall into error. All who do this will see the truth, and will
be “perfectly joined together in the same mind and in the same
judgment.” Only in this course is there safety. In thus humbly
submitting to be taught of God, not presuming to originate a
single thought for ourselves, there are possibilities of almost
infinite wisdom for the poorest and humblest souls. They who
acknowledge God as the One who is all in all, have access to “all
the treasures of wisdom and knowledge.”
“Let no man deceive himself. If any man among you seems to be
wise in this world, let him become a fool, that he may be wise.” 1
Corinthians 4:18.
Waggoner was a Seventh-Day Adventist theologian from
Baraboo, Wisconsin; his sermons and essays are still discussed
as critical to knowledge. While this sect is known for extremist
views among 'mainstream' Christians, the fact is Mainstream
Protestant Christianity has very little to say against these
'extreme' views, as they are simply basic precepts of Christianity
taken to their logical extreme with no moral compromise.
This essay, distilling Western Gregorian Law on the creation of
visual Art, is merely demanding that Gregorian Law be enforced
in it's purest form.

Assessment
Primary Goal
Part of the primary goal was accomplished: finding historical
Picture Stories. Despite being more or less hidden behind and
underneath various arcane terms, and doubly hidden in next-toimpossible-to-access books and resources, it’s clear Picture
Stories have been used for all of human history. Anyone really
looking for them can find them. They’re all over the place.

A handicap modern Comics researchers have is an insistence on
looking for work exactly like modern Comics: a combination of
words, pictures, caricature, cartooning, satire; strung together into
an amalgam, a hybrid, of words and pictures. If a researcher
discards the necessity of caricature, and the idea of a juxtaposition
of words and pictures, Picture Stories are easily found. Modern

Comics historians are looking for precursors, ancestors, of what
they do themselves; if looking for this specific combination, no,
it’s not there; but Picture Stories, yes, absolutely.
These historical Picture Stories, however, are most definitely not
Comics. No thoughtful researcher or analyst could possibly claim
them as Comics; but they are Picture Stories; no doubt about it.
Modern Art, Archeology, and Anthropology researchers should
discard issues with Comics and focus instead on the Picture Story;
and not ‘freak out’, for lack of a better phrase, about any of these
historical works being Comics: they are not. It’s also obvious
modern researchers of these disciplines don’t talk to each other at
all. Each Picture Story ends up in a vacuum: most Picture Stories
found are described as some unique thing; researchers are
astonished by some previously undescribed Picture Story, and try
to dream up terms for what they find, without realizing there are
plenty of precedents for them.
Some terms encountered:
Painting Cycle
Christological Fresco Cycle
Pictorial Epic
Scenes From (insert subject here)
Drawing Cycle
Life Icon
Narrative Tapestry
Pictorial Frieze Narrative
Narrative Illuminations
There are many, many more. The struggle is obvious. It’s silly,
really: these are just Picture Stories.
So that part of the primary goal was accomplished.

Secondary Goal
This was not so successful. As far as the initial ideal end point for
the secondary goal, it was a disaster. The result was completely
unexpected.
Disregarding religious content, with the logical approach that if
the viewer or audience isn’t that particular religion, the Picture
Story is exactly that: just a story. It may be a compelling or
moving story, but it’s still just a story. Detaching religious and
devotional meaning from the Picture Stories resulted in a much
simpler study.
It did require thinking almost like a space alien, if that’s a
comprehensible idea: approaching them as if a researcher had
never heard of Buddha, Jesus, or Rama, and had dropped from the
sky to encounter these Picture Stories in an unknown culture on
an unknown planet, like a Star Trek episode. This is, in actuality,
how the research was done, mentally: viewing the material as if
Planet Earth was a strange planet with various myths and stories
told in pictures, and analyzing them as if from the viewpoint of a
completely alien culture and race, from a distant solar system.
The Star Trek analogy was very, very useful.
“Get me a visual!”

“They are a primitive species...”

But this approach resulted in disaster for the original goal, which
was (firstly, again, to prove Picture Stories have been in use for a
very long time, that got done) to prove the ultra-popular, modern
Comics superheroes were a vulgar, commercial, juvenile,
corruption of a Great Artistic Form. This didn’t work out at all.
Viewing these myths told in Picture Stories, which were
obviously hugely important, averaging them all out, as a distant
culture from another planet would (that is, viewing Planet Earth
as coherent whole, as different from an approach of viewing
Planet Earth as a place filled with totally different cultures), their
similarities easily overwhelm their differences.
There was a devastated moment of stunned horror when, on
viewing an enormous stack of research, the only conclusion that
could be drawn was this:
“It all looks like Superman.”

Deified men born to virgins, emerging from a woman’s hip,
fathered by a god, triumphing over Evil Enemies with the
assistance of gods and God, making meals for thousands out of
thin air, walking on water, coming back from the dead! Taming
elephants! Partnering with Monkey Kings to battle demons!
Killing armies of predators! Slaying giants! Producing water from
a rock! Sons of gods performing superhuman acts of prowess,
sons of gods battling their Evil mirror images: supervillains.

Being intimately familiar with modern Comic Book superhero
character patterns (superhero with sidekick and sidelined females,
guided by some wise man, battles a mirror image of himself), it
was totally obvious that, averaged out, historical Picture Stories,
which had deep cultural, religious, and, by extension, personal
meaning to entire peoples, matched exactly the modern Comic
Book character pattern.
There is no other possible conclusion: Picture Stories are for
superheroes. They are not for personal expression. They never
have been. Applying the mechanical principle that things tend to
find their own highest possible use, the conclusion had to be that
Picture Stories not only can be used for superheroes, it’s what
they’re for: what they are designed to do.
Picture Stories are for superheroes. It’s their design. It’s what they
are for.

You're joking. Oh, you're not joking.

Film Legitimacy
and the Modern Picture Story:
Not A New Art.
Film in the USA, at first, had very real legitimacy problems: it
was considered in many places, in the Xtian terminology,
‘foolishness’: a diversion from any given Proper Christian’s focus
on God. Sunday performances were limited or banned, certain
shows were shut down, local censors (including, often, police
chiefs, clergy, mayors, and city councils) cut or destroyed entire
films.
Reading through early vaudeville and film trade magazines, a
constant theme is how to legitimize their products in the
perception of local and national authorities. The anxiety and effort
is pervasive in all trade journals from the late 1890s through just
before World War I.
While a major issue was ‘safety’ (early nitrate film stock was
incredibly flammable, and combined with carbide lamps (!) some
very serious fires resulted from careless or unprofessional
operators), the bigger issue was subject material.
Film-makers took footage of local fire brigades, etc. and did
documentary-style recordings of local events and parades to get
their foot in the door in communities, but when in it came to
fictional material, actual Picture Stories, there were serious issues
with allowable subject material. There was a nationwide debate
about the relative mental, emotional, and especially spiritual
health of people watching ‘motion
pictures’/’kinotypes’/kinographs’, etc.

This problem was overcome by the introduction of religious film:
The Passion Films, movie versions of European and US Passion
Plays. Some of these films stayed in circulation for decades: in
one trade magazine from 1905, one version, in color, is casually
described as having been ‘traveling around’ for five years. Five
years! That was just one version: there were many, and also other
religious subject material. One religious film was shot ‘on
location’ in the Holy Land in 1912.

The very first ‘feature film’, 40 minutes or so, was a Passion
Film; it was circulated and legitimized by none other than
Reverend Thomas Dixon, Jr. in 1898 and, tellingly, entitled, ‘The
Great Scenes of the Passion Play’: contemporary reports describe
this first feature film as ‘biblical tableaux’: a series of scenes with
motion within the scenes. Dixon is better known as the author of
‘The Clansman’; the novel later made into ‘The Birth of a Nation’
in 1915, by Dixon’s close friend, D. W. Griffith.

Some of the earliest use of 'special effects' in Film were
designed to depict Christ's miracles.

Tableaux with the illusion of motion within them.

The ‘first feature film’ is decreed to be, by film historians, ‘The
Story of the Ned Kelly Gang’, in 1906; this is untrue: the first
feature-length film was a Passion Play around 1897: ‘commercial’
film wouldn’t catch up then for nine years. The fact is, film would
never have managed the legitimacy it finally got without making
and screening religious movies first. Film historians hedge by
terming the Passion Films ‘proto-features’, pointing out the films
were a ‘series of tableaux’, and that exhibitors had the option of
showing them as a serial or complete. The point remains: ‘artistic
legitimacy’ for the supposedly new film medium had to come
from religious material first, before any major commercial use
was possible.
What this means is that Film depends on filmed Passion Plays for
its entire artistic legitimacy; everything stems from those allimportant Passion Plays: they allowed cultural authorities to make
a decision that film was, and is even today, a form of recorded
play; which it most certainly is not. Film is just a modern
incarnation of the ever-existing Picture Story, and follows the
same rules and patterns as any of them ever did. Cultural
authorities in the early 1900s just applied the ancient Western
Church rules to the new kind of Picture Story: it could be used for
education and instruction.
The odd thing is, Passion Picture Stories predate Passion Plays by
at least a thousand years. There is every indication the Plays were,
at least in part, based on the pre-existing Picture Stories painted
and drawn all over church interiors. The Plays didn’t get going
until iconoclastic movements destroyed, removed, or covered up
the Picture Stories. All film did was reintroduce the Passion
Picture Story in the form of photographed, posed tableaux,
instead of drawn or painted figures and settings.

Which can be more ‘legitimate’?
The acceptance of film by Western aesthetics is based squarely on
Church dogma, based squarely on condemnation of Idolatry. Just
like the ancient Picture Story laws the Church put in place,
modern film analysis does nothing whatsoever to determine or
describe what, exactly, film really does; modern film analysis
only describes what film is allowed to lawfully do according to
Western aesthetic rules, which are themselves religious in origin.
It’s a terrifying thought: regardless of ‘modern freedoms’,
Western artistic aesthetics is resolutely Xtian, right down deep in
its core. The entirety of Western Art is based on Xtianity and its
laws about Idolatry.
Written back when Great Minds thought frogs spontaneously
generated in mud puddles.

Modern Picture Stories and Drama
The disconnect between live performance and Picture Story is a
difficult but important one: a modern era in which Picture Stories
appear to mimic live-action, with the illusion of motion, even
with three dimensions, makes such Picture Stories hard to discern
from live-action performances; but the two have different origins.
Live performances are typically, and likely accurately, considered
as deriving from group religious activities and, for lack of a better
modern term, Shamanistic rituals. Song, call-and-response,
costumes, dance are the stuff of live-action drama; but these
group rituals are appeals to unseen forces through structured
group activities. The dramatic activity engages the group with an
unseen force; the Picture Story is that unseen force. It is the focal
point.
A classic idea-image is of a group of human beings performing a
ritual in front of or around a statue, effigy, or icon, or even some
unseen and undepicted force; appealing to a god or gods through
a physical group activity. The Picture Story implements, in its
depicted activity, that statue or effigy or god or gods within itself.
Human drama revolves around that image; the Picture Story is
that image itself engaging in activity, and it exists in a separate
reality from physical behavior and performance.
This is a difficult but very important distinction.

Let's Do Church!

For instance, Xtian church drama, in its origins in the Western
branch, took place within and around structures and settings in
which that image was already present. In most cases, the image
was already the centerpiece of a drawn or painted narrative: the
Picture Story. Interestingly, Western Drama didn’t find its footing,
as a narrative form in the Church, until the existing Picture Stories
were removed or concealed. Prior to that, rituals in areas the
Church occupied were either condemned as Pagan idolatry, or coopted into Church rituals with Saints replacing/supplanting
ancient Pagan gods, and then declared to be Xtianity.
In function, a group singing and dancing in front of an image of
Jesus, is no different than a group singing and dancing in front of
a statue of Odin. They’re each a method of venerating an image,
with the intent of creating a dialogue with the unseen force that
flows through, or occupies, the imagination.
Narrative drama is an appeal to a force; the Picture Story is that
force itself.
The function of ‘Art’ (as some religions still maintain), is to
depict an otherwise unseen, unseeable, or incomprehensible
reality separated from this physical reality, and to provide a
relatively comprehensible way for a person or group to engage
with, have a dialogue with, that unseen force. Dramatic rituals or
performances are designed to enable or enhance that engagement
or dialogue.
Drama is an appeal to an unseen force; the Picture Story is that
force itself.

The function of an image, an effigy separated from physical
reality, that is, life, is to provide a mechanism for something that
is not present, to become present. Images are like keepsakes,
snapshots, letters, objects, that enable human beings to have a
dialogue with an unseen or absent force, thing or person. Making
a Picture Story incorporating that image breathes life into it: not
only the force, but the activities of that force, can be witnessed
and experienced.
A key to this disconnect between drama and Picture Story is that,
historically, rarely, if ever, was a central Picture Story figure
played by a real-live human being in a live-action drama, except
in extremely careful and regimented circumstances. It was, and is,
generally prohibited, both culturally and legally, for a real-live
person to pretend to be a centrally important image in a drama (as
an example, when Passion Films were first shown in the USA,
there was a huge uproar from religious and cultural authorities,
and the films were pulled from exhibition, for the bluntly stated
reason it was unacceptable for a human actor to portray Jesus
Christ).
Picture Stories, through rigorous iconometrics and strict formulas,
enable the transmission of the original image itself: a carefully
copied and transmitted effigy of the original prototype, which is
impossible for an individual human being to do. In a Picture
Story, the image is the original figure; in live drama the actor can
do no more than pretend to be someone, something, they can’t
possibly be, and is no more than, at best, a pale shadow of the
original, and at worst, a dangerous and sacrilegious act of
presumption.
Religious drama, especially Hindu and Buddhist drama, manages
a work-around by the use of masks, elaborate costumes, and

careful copying of an already-existing and agreed-upon iconic
depiction of the culturally central figure. In these circumstances,
the human being is then often considered a temporary incarnation
of the depicted figure, exactly like an image in a Picture Story.

Film, The Word, and Later Legitimacy
In 1911, the trade magazine Motion Picture World carried an
advertisement for the Pathe Passion Film (filmed over a number
of years from 1898 to 1903 and released as a kind of serial; but by
1911, and probably earlier, the entirety was available to be shown
as a single ‘feature film’) in a list of second-hand films for sale;
‘The Great Train Robbery’, 1000 ft/12 minutes length, was listed
at USD$20; the Passion film, ‘hand-colored’, 3200 ft/39 minutes
length (!) was listed at USD$250.
This was a large amount of money at the time; you could build a
house for that; and this was a used film.
It’s a fact: a fact! the Xtian film legitimized the ‘new’ form; the
Passion films were originally presented as a series of posed
tableaux, with some motion within them, starting in the late
1890s, and, it’s a fact, by 1911 that original style was obsolete;
but the films still carried that value, more than a decade after their
creation. Follow the money: USD$250 for a second-hand film.
It seems the feature film slowly evolved from a series of tableaux
with, according to contemporary sources, a lecture and musical
performances, to real movies. But it would seem logical and
obvious the sheer length of the Passion film made secular feature
films possible. There is a telling comment about the Passion film
shown in churches, being used and described as a sort of ‘visual
sermon’, that the “proof of their effectiveness was that nobody in
the congregation fell asleep.”

“Bo-ring!”

Anybody who’s ever sat through a Protestant Church Sunday
service, especially on a hot day, will very much appreciate the
level of effectiveness that comment represents: none of the
hapless victims in the pews lost consciousness from terminal
tedium.
The key to film legitimacy is contained in the original use: the
tableaux were used as illustrations to The Word: that was how
they were described, that was how they were presented: as
illustrations to a spoken recitation or sermon. The Western View
of the Picture Story was upheld: the ‘movies’ were illustrations to
a spoken narration, or readings from The Good Book.
Once that value was established, film was free; it then promptly
spun out of the tight control of The Church, and erupted into
genuine Picture Stories, which have always been around. But that
value is all-important: The Church was able to declare these early
‘legit’ Picture Stories to be illustrations to a word-based narrative;
and they then conformed to that all-important Gregorian Law:
moving pictures were visual books to educate the illiterate and
unlearned.
Film trade magazines in the early 1900s had regular columns,
written by clergy, discussing the types and uses of ‘proper’ and
‘moral’ films for general instruction; the most approved were
Christ-centered, but another type okayed by authorities was the
‘Moses’ film; designed deliberately to appeal to urban Hebraic
audiences as well as Xtian sects.
In many locales Blue Laws severely limited activities on The
Sabbath or whatever; this was a big problem for film, in that they
depended on people’s leisure time to make money or manage
distribution; so exhibitors needed that day for their audiences; but

secular films were often declared ‘foolishness’ or otherwise
taboo, so the Passion and Moses films were the perfect answer to
the problem, and in becoming legitimate enabled film to thrive.
From there it was short jump to Shakespeare and Great Books. It
also helped immensely that The Bible and Shakespeare were, and
are, in the public domain, and didn’t require paying writers or
scenarists or publishers. Perfect.

Film that Shakespeare and call it Good!

Really, the religious films that legitimized motion pictures were
just modern incarnations of the Illuminated Books and Frescoes
and Carved Reliefs of past times; elaborate, worldess tableaux
designed to affect the audience through, for lack of a better
English-language term, ‘experiential contemplation’. They’ve
never been for real-world instruction. Never.

But this past is why modern film studies can constantly insist The
Film is a form of recorded play: and in the early trade journals,
it’s possible to track the development of terms for this ‘new’ form,
from made-up words like ‘kinetograph’, to ‘picture plays’ and
from there to ‘photo-plays’. The term ‘film’ referred not to
content or form, originally, it only described the physical product:
‘film’ only referred to the fact that the product was a spool of
film, that’s all. The terms ‘film’ and ‘photo-play’ are not
interchangeable in the early trade journals; they refer to two
different things: the physical product, and the content. Sellers sold
‘films’ of ‘photo-plays’.

Modern Western Theater is defined by aesthetic authorities as
motion and gestures emphasizing spoken words; an extrapolation
of what used to be called ‘the art of oration’; and the early,
lecture-based Passion films fit this definition perfectly: moving
pictures accompanying the all-important Biblical lessons and
sermons by clergy. In using photo-plays of Xtian and Hebraic
subjects, Film wasn’t the dangerous road to idolatry/Hell the
Picture Story represented: it was a recorded play, with educational
and instructional content, emphasizing words, and therefore it was
Good and Godly.
The legitimized value of Modern Film in the West depends,
completely, on that all-important Gregorian Law of film being
instructive illustrations of a spoken or written word: a Book For
Dummies and Kids. It’s not.
Film is just the age-old Picture Story. Nothing more.

Portals

Picture Stories are often found in temple complexes and religious
settings, surrounding or capping a central point: usually a location
or a holy relic of some kind. The circumstance of the relic gives a
key as to what these Picture Stories are meant to be: a real-time
experience of the life and/or acts of a central religious figure.
Ancient art of religious intent, featuring a central figure, used the
image of that figure to channel the meaning and essence of that
historical figure: a kind of window or portal into another, usually
unseen reality. ‘Portraits’ of these figures weren’t just
representations but, to the believer, were the figure themselves,
through the use of an image: a carefully-crafted and strictly
controlled visual copy of the original prototype. The terms
window or portal really don’t convey the importance of the image
and how it works; a maybe more accurate term, borrowed from
science, might be ‘wormhole’; or a rift, a tear, in the time-space
continuum, that enables a two-way transfer from one dimension
or reality to another.

The image acts as that wormhole: when the believer approaches,
it allows and enables the believer to commune with the actual
figure/person/god the image channels. In this sense, ancient
religious art isn’t really ‘art’ at all, as its known in modern times.
This ‘art’ doesn’t actually represent or depict anything; the art is
not self-evident: it is a wormhole in the form of an image.
When the image is extended into a full Picture Story, the believer
walks or travels through the wormhole, and isn’t just seeing a
visual story, but is experiencing the previous life events in real
time and real space: they have entered the other dimension. The
believer-viewer-experiencer is physically present at and during
the events depicted. Picture Stories are a form of deeply spiritual
Virtual Reality; except that, instead of entering some fantasy
setting or another location on Earth, the wormhole transports the
believer-viewer into the actual events that previously occurred in
the life of the religious figure. Picture Stories, in their use of Time
and Space, enable past events to become the present and even the
future: they are a rift, a wrinkle, in Time and Space.
This sounds ridiculous; but it is what ancient religious ‘art’ really
is. It’s what people believed; and it was universal; every culture
on Earth had some version of this belief.
The physical relic the image is associated with is a key to
understanding the ‘art’: an object, a circumstance, a location,
previously inhabited, handled, belonging to, touched, by the
figure retains some amount of the essence and power of the figure
even in that figure’s absence. By associating a strictly codified
image with a physical relic, the image becomes: it lives.

The hole in the neck is for a relic: Virgin Mary

Understanding this is vital to understanding how Picture Stories
work, and what they really are: they are absolutely not
illustrations to a written word or an oral story, because there is
absolutely no way to create a wormhole with words; words are
only descriptions of a thing or event, and can only describe the
wormhole; but the image is the wormhole leading to the thing or
event itself.
An Orthodox Ikon is in no way a ‘portrait’ of Isus Krist, painted
by an artist: it is a wormhole to the other spiritual existence. In the
past, all art worked this way. It’s what people believed.
This belief has not gone away, either; the practice of ‘keepsakes’
of departed loved ones, is a pure expression of belief in relics’
power to enable a human being in the physical dimension, to
commune with another person in the spiritual dimension. It’s a
very powerful human impulse, and was the basis of virtually all
older religions. People used to keep skulls of their relatives in
honored places in their homes, often decorated and embellished in
ritual ways, so as to create a wormhole to the spirit, the essence,
of their departed relatives. Modern practice is photographs, etc.
but the impulse is the same. It seems to be instinctive; a natural,
spiritual, language.
The images used in religious Picture Stories are in no way just
illustrations of spoken or written stories: they are a rift in Time
and Space that enables communion with the other, spiritual,
reality.

So that's where wormholes are!

Imaginary Imagery and Idolatry
Ancient Picture Stories, pre-Christian work, are wormholes to
another existence or dimension, a portal to the unseen spiritual
world. That’s what they were perceived as, why they were made.
It’s why they are in no way illustrations to written or oral stories.
Words can accompany them, a person can narrate or interpret the
images at that portal, but the imagery is primary, and far more
important than any words juxtaposed with the imagery.
But there is a problem with this idea, and the problem should be
obvious: there is no unseen spiritual realm, just like there isn’t a
God, there are no gods floating around in some unseen spiritual
dimension, and everything a human being can perceive is a
compilation of experiences, combined and recombined into forms
that might look new or novel but really are not. All this ‘spiritual’
imagery is imaginary nonsense.
It’s all bullshit. No modern, thinking, rational person could
possibly believe a Picture Story is a wormhole to another
dimension. Any of the fantastic events in Picture Stories are
totally made up, imaginary, fictional.
This was the argument of the Iconoclasts, much more so than any
idea that imagery and idols, these wormholes to the other
dimension, are evil, or led people to worship or veneration of
other gods: the argument is that the imagery used in so-called
‘idols’ is imaginary fiction.
Jean Calvin bluntly stated the imagery used in idolatry wasn’t any
real thing: the images were products of human imagination, and
when humans venerated these images, they were, in practice,
venerating their own creations: in practice, worshiping the

creations of their own imagination: worshiping themselves.
‘Idolatry’, as defined by the Greatest Minds in Christendom, is
not really the sin of worshiping other gods other than God, but in
worshiping false gods: products of the human imagination.
The Number One, Numero Uno, Commandment in the Word of
God to His people is:
“Thou Shalt Have No Other Gods Before Me.”
But there is a distinction that has to be made between ‘gods’ and
‘godlike men’ in imagery: ‘gods’ are anthropomorphized
representations of otherwise invisible forces: personifications of
mountains, of lightning, of the sea, of planets and stars and fire.
Calvin (surprisingly casually, really) states this is a natural
tendency of human beings: to make known images representing
unknown forces in order to better comprehend them or
communicate with them. Godlike men are just that: human men.
They possess special powers or some special feature, but they
remain men. They can have godlike powers, but they are most
definitely not gods.
(Author’s note: I have yet to find a Picture Story about an actual
god. They are all about godlike men, sometimes women. Actual
gods turn up as supporting cast members, but are not central.)
Mythologists can’t seem to tell the difference between the two:
gods and godlike men. They are different. Humanoid imagery of
unseen forces is clearly imaginary; it’s just a kind of convenient
handle for people to wrap their fingers around for comprehension,
similar to the modern science fiction trope about space aliens
making themselves look human to humans, for comprehension
purposes. Nobody could possibly know what Zeus or Perun or

Odin look like: images of them are made for comprehension
reasons.
There is a parallel to this in Christianity, in Exodus 33:20, in
which the God of Abraham states no man can look upon His face
and live: His appearance is unknowable and can’t even be
pictured by the human imagination. Any attempt is imaginary
fantasy and has to be discouraged.

Most of the time.

Imaginary anthropomorphizing of a natural force:
Jack Frost.

Imaginary anthropomorphizing of a human group:
Marianne.
Yeah, the French know how to do it...

...but anyone who's ever seen
LIFEFORCE will ask the obvious
question: “How did Mathilda May
not get the nod for being Marianne!?”

But godlike men are regarded as absolutely having existed in the
physical realm: their appearances were known, at least in part;
there are oral and written descriptions, and in many cases,
imagery reputed to be ‘from life’. For instance, the Orthodox
Church insists the icon of The Pancreator Christ is absolutely
true-to-life and accurate in every detail; and is based on known
imagery made during Jesus’ lifetime. ‘Portraits’ of Jesus, icons, in
Orthodoxy, are in Church dogma not fictional, imaginary, in the
least; they are factual, accurate representations of His appearance.
The imagery of godlike men is maintained in its alleged accuracy
through the mechanism of iconometrics, a set of detailed
measurements and diagrams underlying all ‘official’ imagery of
the godlike men, that ensure each and every image is properly
accurate.
Are these images of these previously physically existent, godlike
men really true-to-life? The real answer is, “It is highly unlikely.”
The images are based on tradition and dogma. As such,
realistically, they are more than likely completely imaginary. And
we’re back to Calvin’s Big Bitch: people celebrating, venerating,
their own creations: and thereby themselves.
But in that iconoclastic attitude is a very important key.

“Not cool, man. You know what? Nothing's cool!”

Iconoclasm and Cataclysm
And here there is a problem, a big problem, that exploded when
Christianity hit the World Scene: the Iconoclastic War that
eventually split the Church into East and West, which is often
described as being about liturgy or practices, but really, at its core,
was about whether or not the practice of using visual wormholes
to commune with the other, spiritual reality, was really a real
thing, or just a human delusion.
The intensity of the image/wormhole led a lot of people to lose
track of the fact that the image wasn’t itself ‘real’, but a
passageway: people tended to forget that, and their minds would
stop cold at the entryway to that wormhole, and believe the
image/wormhole contained the essence of the person, rather than
merely enabled a communion with a force or essence that had, in
reality, discarded its corporeal form and existed as Pure Spirit.
The Western Church essentially argued that Christianity had
moved past the primitive belief in relics and images making
wormholes, and the Eastern Church argued that relics and images
were absolutely essential to communing with the other spiritual
dimension, ie ‘God’.
This is all kind of arcane, and it’s a good question, “What does
any of this have to do with Picture Stories?”
Well.
A lot. Because the theological decisions made by the Western
Church are still very much in force in Western Civilization,
whether anyone wants to admit it or not.

The Act of Human Creation

Harriet Beecher Stowe:
'The first part of the book ever committed to writing was the
death of Uncle Tom. This scene presented itself almost as a
tangible vision to her mind while sitting at the communion-table
in the little church in Brunswick. She was perfectly overcome by
it, and could scarcely restrain the convulsion of tears and
sobbings that shook her frame. She hastened home and wrote it,
and her husband being away she read it to her two sons of ten and
twelve years of age. The little fellows broke out into convulsions
of weeping, one of them saying, through his sobs, "Oh! mamma,
slavery is the most cursed thing in the world!" From that time the
story can less be said to have been composed by her than imposed
upon her. Scenes, incidents, conversations rushed upon her with a
vividness and importunity that would not be denied. The book
insisted upon getting itself into being, and would take no denial'.

Charles Dickens:
“[W]hen I sit down to my book, some beneficent power shows it
all to me, and tempts me to be interested,” Dickens wrote in a
letter to his good friend John Foster, “and I don’t invent it—really
do not—but see it, and write it down.”

I do not write—
The other me
Demands emergence constantly…
-Ray Bradbury

“I think anybody who is writing finds he puts a little bit of
himself in all of the characters, at least in this kind of a strip. It’s
the only way that you can survive when you have to do something
every day. You have to put yourself, all of your thoughts, all of
your observations and everything you know into the strip.”
-Charles Schulz

Human Imagery and National
Personifications
Calvin’s Big Bitch, and he articulated the concept better than
anyone else, is that human groups have a natural tendency to
make anthropomorphic imagery and think it’s some
representation of an unseen force, when in fact it is nothing more
than an agreed-upon image created by the imaginations of the
people making them; and that in venerating, worshiping these
fake, imaginary images, people are really worshiping themselves.
...and there’s the key: imagery created by humans, and agreedupon by the human group, can’t be anything other than a product
of a group imagination: a personification of a human need, desire,
or impulse. All this God, gods, and godlike man… stuff… and the
imagery of it, is solely the product of human group imaginations.
None of it is real: it’s the product of mass fantasy; mass delusion,
if you’re feeling unsympathetic.
Something to keep in mind is that the human mind was in no way
‘dumber’ in the past than it is now, it just… went in different
directions, used different terms, and studied different things in
different ways; the idea that Calvin had some demented complaint
about human-created imagery because he was uneducated,
ignorant, or a dummy, is not the smart thing to do. Calvin was an
exceptionally intelligent man, and exceptionally perceptive in his
assessments of how and why human beings use imagery, and for
what: human groups use imagery to anthropomorphize aspects
(desires, character, impulses) of themselves.

Not a god: Mother Russia, an anthropomorphizing
of a human group.

This principle applies to fictional imagery: products of the human
imagination. Calvin argues, probably with a very high degree of
accuracy, that when presented with an image, human groups have
a natural, instinctive tendency, ingrained in the human perception
and need, to ‘use’ that imagery to represent aspects of themselves,
their group personality, as agreed upon by themselves. Also that,
being a natural, instinctive tendency, humans are very likely not
really consciously aware of what they’re doing: they just do it.

This billboard may or may not represent the audience seeing it.

An analogy is putting up a billboard with humanoid imagery on it
along a busy highway: every motorist sees the image; and at the
same time, instinctively makes a decision about how this image
represents ‘them’ and how they see themselves, or how they
would like to see themselves. They compare themselves to it and
see how it ‘fits’. If enough people approve of this reflection of
themselves, they will, say, start making bumper stickers of it and

putting it on their cars as a statement of approval of how this
anthropomorphic image represents them, their personality, and by
implication, their… ‘values’.
If the billboard imagery becomes popular enough, it becomes a
group personification: by strict Christian definition, an ‘idol’; as it
is fictional imagery from the human imagination, personifying an
aspect of a group personality.
In researching Picture Stories it became obvious they featured
material shockingly, and depressingly, similar (identical, actually)
to modern-day Comics superheroes; and using Superman as a
template, it also became obvious these central Picture Story
figures with super powers (godlike men) represented values: in
Superman’s case, ‘Truth, Justice, and The American Way’.
Superman isn’t just, you know, ‘Superman’, he is the
personification of a set of desirable cultural values: a group
personification.
Moving along, recognizing these super-figures as group
personifications, their nearest relatives are other group
personifications: National Personifications: Uncle Sam, John
Bull, Marianne, etc. But in making these obvious comparisons, it
also became obvious Nations, groups of human beings, don’t
personify themselves with a single image, but with multiple
images: typically a male, a female, an animal, and some
overarching principle or god. The National Personifications of the
United States of America are:
Uncle Sam
Columbia/Liberty
The Eagle
...with the addition of an unseen God (In God we trust)

Parallels with Comics figure patterns were immediately apparent:
a super-figure, with a sidekick, a female figure, guided by a sort
of father-figure, battles another super-figure exactly like himself;
which could be easily discerned in other National Personification
Sets.
For instance:
The Tsar (considered, classically, a deified man), or another figure
(Lenin, Stalin)
Mother Russia
The Bear
...with the addition of an unseen God (or Marx)
The key here is, human groups don’t personify themselves with a
single image, but with a set of multiple images. The group
personality is not represented, personified, by a single, static
image, but by the presentation and depicted interaction, of
multiple images in a firmly defined set.

Male, Female, Eagle: Mexico.

Returning to our billboard along the highway; we see the
billboard for what it is: an image depicting the interaction of a set
of multiple figures, and in that interaction seeing multiple aspects
of the group personality in motion and action among themselves.
Returning to our National Personification Sets, it’s easy to see the
multiple images represent different aspects of the Nation, the
group personality: male figures represent governmental, ordered
structure; female figures represent the cohesive, familial (racial)
People; animals represent the potential will/power of the group;
and the guidance figure is just that: a statement or idea that guides
the Nation, that multiplicity of aspects, in a certain value
direction.
It should be obvious to anyone who took Psych 101, these
National Personification Sets conform rather closely to various
theories of ‘personality components’, of both Freud and Jung, and
going back further in time, such theoretical ‘sets’ conjectured by
such Great Minds as Aristotle and Aquinas.
They can be (crudely) simplified into various personality traits or
impulses:
Male/intellect
Female/emotion
Animal/will
Guidance/internalized, natural ‘fit’ (this is hard to pin down; Jung
tried it, without much success)
When these fictional, representative Personifications are depicted
interacting with each other (in Picture Stories), a group can see a
kind of metaphorical personality in a state of change and flux.
And not just a personality: their personality; or their personality
as they would, or would not, like to be.

FINAL
DESTINATION
Tosin Bunar

The End Of The World.
...or Tosin Bunar.
Kind of the same place.

The journey I went on had an unexpected ending.
The journey was fueled by a desire to confirm Picture Stories as a
personally expressive Art Form, prove the form was designed for
personal expression; and secondarily to undermine the modern
domination of silly, cartoonish super-figures in the form.
A huge part of the journey was fueled by a deep frustration with
the form being dominated by juvenile material buried in rigid
character patterns, repetitive ‘storylines’ barely worthy of the
term, and repetitive, endlessly copied ‘art’ barely worthy of the
name. The end of the journey was then… surprising, in a major
understatement.
Almost everything found featured, disregarding religious and
devotional meaning and focusing on just the process of ‘story’,
semi-deified human figures with extraordinary abilities
performing acts of miraculous prowess. Jesus, Buddha, Rama,
wars waged by God-Kings. The subject material of Picture
Stories, going back 4,000 years and beyond, is not just similar to,
but identical to, modern-day superhero story patterns. It’s not just
a matter of rough similarity: the stuff is absolutely identical.
The fact is that Picture Stories have always featured superheroes
doing super things. It’s absolutely undeniable. It is beyond
argument. Inarguable. Using a mechanical principle that things,
tools, tend to find their best possible use, the end result of the
Picture Story journey was that Picture Stories aren’t just used now
for superheroes, it’s what they are for: what they are designed to
do. It is their sole purpose and any other use is not even a factor.
Far from proving absurd, deified superheroes were a misuse of
the form, the journey proved the exact opposite: any use of
Picture Stories for personal expression and narratives is a misuse
of the form. The journey proved the exact opposite of what was
intended. The journey completely destroyed the idea of Picture
Stories being for personal expression and individual Art. It’s not
what they are for: Picture Stories are for superheroes: end of
Picture Story.

Not only did the ‘story’ material match the modern superhero
template perfectly, the design of ‘Art’ in the modern Picture Story,
‘Comics’, conformed exactly to old and ancient patterns as well: a
series of endlessly copied, iconic poses and compositions, all
rigidly governed by iconometric constraints, arranged in such a
way as to craft a narrative of super-exploits.
Unbelievable.
The journey confirmed the legitimacy of modern superhero
content in such a concrete way it could not even be argued about.
An artist could use Picture Stories for personal expression, but
there was no realistic hope of mass success for such content. It
would not happen. Ever.
The mass wants superheroes, and have essentially read the same
comic book, watched the same movie, viewed the same TV show,
for the entirety of human history.
That should be repeated: THE ENTIRE HISTORY OF THE
HUMAN RACE.
There were just two ‘stories’ in evidence:
1) A male superhero, accompanied by an animalistic sidekick
or sidekicks, with difficult or nonexistent relations with
female figures, is guided by a deity or some such into a
conflict with his exact mirror image: a supervillain.
2) A male hero, with the help of a deity figure, rescues a
woman from an animalistic threat.
3) That’s it.
Any variation of ‘story’ was proven to not be truly different, but
only a rotation of Point-Of-View: the POV would change, the
‘story’ being seen through the eyes of a woman, or an animal, or
the hero, or the deity, but the ‘story’ pattern remained totally
identical.

There are only two ‘stories’ in human history: Superman and
Jimmy Olson vs. Lex Luthor, Batman and Robin vs. The Joker;
and Saint George rescuing The Maiden from The Dragon.
A ‘Romance’ is really just a POV shift: the ‘romance’ takes the
form of a Woman choosing between a hero and an animalistic
threat. The Romantic ‘story’ consists solely of the Woman
deciding which figure is which. The ‘story’ pattern remains
identical. Think ‘TITANIC’: the Woman chooses between a hero
and an animalistic threat. Beauty and The Beast is the exact same
story. It just repeats, over and over and over and over. Over and
over and over. Through all time.
Humorous cartoons, like Bugs Bunny, are the same ‘story’
patterns told from the POV of the animal figure.

Anybody else notice how Bugs is constantly tricking male
figures into believing they are pursuing a female?

Human ‘stories’ are based in absolutely rigid character patterns,
produced over, and over, and over; throughout, and this can’t be
stressed enough, ALL OF HUMAN HISTORY
And here the journey enters personal territory.

Personal Conclusion
Knowing what I do, and how I make imagery-based Picture
Stories in my head; and studying some other creators, I think a
creator depicts their own ‘personality state’ in the form of a story,
in which a personality state changes from one condition to
another. The Picture Story is really an exceptionally pure
‘language’ that communicates not just a description of the
personality state, but the personality state itself: an honest Picture
Story made up by a creator is a pure statement of who the creator
is, and how his or her ingrained intellectual beliefs, emotions,
will, and impulse to meaning, are interacting inside themselves;
and subsequently change over a fixed period of time.
When I ‘write’ a story and make a Picture Story of it, the viewer
is experiencing my whole personality in its purest form possible.
They are not just ‘inside my head’, they are inside the totality of
me, the entirety of me as an individual.
The imagery I use might be totally imaginary, it might be
borrowed from other sources; but none of it, I can’t stress this
enough, NONE OF IT is ‘real’ in the physical sense, it is only a
kind of metaphorical, anthropomorphic language human beings
use to express their personality state(s).
The imagery isn’t real because it can’t be: any imagery produced
by the human imagination is just that: a production of the human
imagination. Even borrowings from ‘life’ have to be filtered
through human imagination to express in a human-created image.
Anything I ‘borrow’ to make a Picture Story has to be received
into my imagination first, then… regurgitated… through my own
perceptions and skills.

My ‘job’ as a Picture Story creator is to make ‘stories
about’/’depictions of’ my own personality state and states of flux,
and present them to the group in which I live; the group then
(instinctively!) decides whether or not the personality state(s)
depicted are something that represents them, or resonates with
them. If there is a match, the Picture Story can become
successful; if not, the Picture Story will fail. And the expressive
mechanism of the Picture Story is in the interaction of the
anthropomorphic, metaphorical figures.
It should also be obvious (to anyone paying attention) these figure
interactions in Picture Stories throughout all human history are,
well, kind of predictable. Human groups prefer to experience a
certain personality state; always have, likely always will. If you
look at ‘popular’ Picture Stories as really communicating through
a figure set interacting within itself and with another figure set,
it’s very, painfully, obvious people have preferred a certain set of
interactions for, well, all time.
THAT begs the question: if the figure patterns virtually guarantee
some measure of success, a sort of bet-hedge against failure…
why not use them? The idea of doing that destroys any concept of
‘artistic freedom’, of true self-expression, but life is full of
compromises…
...isn’t it.

The Mechanism of Visual
Entertainments
The only positive thing about the study was the establishment of a
fairly verifiable theory of how popular visual entertainments
work: a creator/composer expresses/records a shift in their
personality state in an image-driven ‘story’, using an instinctive
set of anthropomorphic figures; the composer presents this
shifting personality state to an audience through an accepted
mass-distributed media form (Comic, Film, TV Show, etc.); if
large numbers of people find this personality state matches either
what they aspire to, or feel they are, they make the work popular
(successful). If large numbers of people don’t find a match, they
ignore it and is unsuccessful. Sometimes they attack.

“Give us what we want... or else.”

The desired (popular) figure pattern is largely predictable:
averaging out the figure interactions in historical Picture Stories,
it’s apparent human mass audiences have preferred two certain
figure set interactions for all of human history. These figure
patterns have the potential to be used in modern Picture Stories, to
ensure at least partial popularity (success). That’s about it.

Abrahamic Religions
Old Testament-based, Judaism, Islam

Establishing that imaginary imagery can and does become group
personifications (National Personifications), and are the definition
of Idolatry, antipathy to this kind of imagery by Unseeable,
Unknowable God-type religions becomes comprehensible. If
God/Yahweh/Jehovah/Allah is in charge of everything and Man’s
true purpose is to glorify Him, then making imaginary imagery
and using it as venerated idols is Man moving his veneration and
worship from God Himself to man himself.
These monotheist religions, like all ancient religions, function on
correlation equaling causation: “I we do X action and bad things
happen, then X action is bad.” So adherence, particularly group
adherence, to proper worship becomes critical: failure to do so
can (appear to) result in catastrophic consequences. Making

imaginary imagery, i.e idols, is the number one prohibition on the
monotheist list of Bad Things. It is the primary way in which
human attention is drawn away from the One True God, who
cannot be depicted in imagery, ever.
Islam is particularly strict in this regard, and it’s the real reason
why that religion has maintained, through edict and violence,
general prohibitions on imagery of The Prophet: making an image
of The Prophet risks making him into a group personification,
which is, by definition, a representative of mankind, not of
God/Allah. Therefore, the risks of displeasing God and bringing
down His wrath are simply too great, and it explains Islam’s
general prohibition on imaginary imagery.
In Islamic intellectual thought the concept of imagery always
being filtered through a human perception, and therefore always,
to some extent, imaginary, is well established; Islam’s relationship
to any kind of representational imagery should be described as
‘queasy at best’. There are variations from place to place within
Islam, of course; the faith is not a monolithic bloc of population.
There is really quite a bit of diversity of thought and opinion
within the Ummah, but generally speaking imaginary,
representational imagery is regarded with suspicion (and
sometimes a form of sorcery, witchcraft, or alchemy).
This making of anthropomorphic metaphorical imagery, idols, is
what got the staff at Charlie Hedbo killed. In response to
objections from the Islamic community, which eventually reached
the point of desperate pleas to stop using images of The Prophet,
Charlie Hedbo stated the image of The Prophet was merely an
imaginary image they were using as a representation of a human
faction or element within Islam: they explicitly stated to the
Ummah they were using an imaginary image of The Prophet as a

National Personification. This is the actual, honest, forthright
definition of stone-cold Idolatry: they told the Ummah in plain
language they were deliberately, with prior intent, on purpose,
committing the mortal sin of Idolatry with an image of The
Prophet.
Charlie Hedbo’s press release was, then, more of a public suicide
note.
Not too often you see someone commit 'suicide by Islam'.

The author is not dumb enough to do this.
...and doesn't feel like living the rest of his
life like Jeremiah Johnson.

Western Abrahamic religions are, in theory, equally tough on
imaginary imagery; insisting such imagery is, down deep,
Idolatry; but that ‘Art’, representational pictures, is allowable
both as instruction and as a reflection of the wonders of God’s
Creation; it’s why Western Art after the Schism became
progressively more ‘realistic’ and naturalist. The insistence that
crafted imagery reflect some aspect of God’s Creation permeates
Western Culture, and in Christian Art in the West, such images as
pleasant landscapes, happy children playing, noble animals in
wooded settings, and devotional portraits of Good People
performing Godly Acts are approved, popular, and allowed.
Abstract Art is generally vilified and execrated by Western
Christianity as not just nonsense, foolishness, and junk, but
primarily because it is too obviously the result of the human
imagination, and doesn’t reflect the wonders of God’s Creation.

Art.

Not Art.

There is some hedging and prevaricating about imaginary
imagery in some more ‘liberal’ circles of the West, but when
pushed hard, the defense is still that the work is the result of a
human imagination that is, of course, a gift from God. The
defense there is that the artist is using a God-given faculty and
therefore, it’s okay. It sometimes saves artists, but not always.
This value, that Art in some way reflects physical Creation and
God’s gifts, is down in the bedrock of the structure of Western
Civilization so deep most ‘secular’ analysts don’t even realize it’s
there. They’ve never examined the dogmas they carry inside
them. Artists making Picture Stories, which are by their nature
imaginary, are then often forced to defend transgressive work that
draws negative attention from the Kultur Kops, by making claims
their work reflects some facet of life and reality; when in fact
most Picture Stories do no such thing.

Current Western Dogma is that Picture Stories are to be
used as a form of reportage: first-person accounts of real
things and real events.
This is approved by the Kultur Kops.

“My work reflects reality! Just look at it!”

In current Kultur Kop circles in the West, Comics and Graphic
Novels, modern Picture Stories, are judged on a basis of how
much ‘reality’ they contain, which often is not a whole lot. Picture
Stories aren’t designed or intended to reflect any reality of any
kind except the personality state, expressed in anthropomorphic
imagery, of the creator/composer. The ‘realistic’ imagery does
nothing, serves no purpose whatsoever, other than enabling
viewers to comprehend abstract concepts with an instinctive
visual language understood by all human beings.
Comics people, Picture Story people, in the West are often forced
into defending their work, which very often contains no real life
content at all, from the Kultur Kops as commentaries on, and/or
reflections of, real life. Or face, for practical purposes, legal
prosecution for Idolatry.
Returning to the primary goal of this research, which was to
establish an ironclad defense of Picture Stories in the Western Art
world, well…
...there isn’t one.
Technically and legally, in the West, imaginary Picture Stories are
Idolatry. There is no defense in the West for them. The best
description is that they are completely prohibited, except when
overlooked, or serve some instructive function. Their only legal
use is to grab the limited attention spans of the young, the stupid,
and poor readers who need a visual aid to learn words. In the
West, Gregorian Law is fully in force; it’s built into the
foundation of Western Thought; in fact, could be described as the
founding principle of Western Culture itself. The prohibition on

Idolatry is the First Commandment: the Number One Rule from
which all the other rules descend.
Mike Diana created idols; and he got hauled into an ecclesiastical
court, and sentenced to (creative) death for Idolatry because the
prohibition of Idolatry is a, possibly the, founding principle of the
entirety of Western Civilization.

Don't let this be you.

So; the attempt at the primary goal of this study: legitimacy for
Picture Stories as a full Art Form like any other; resulted in
complete, utter, total, catastrophic failure. A defense of imaginary
imagery in the form of Picture Stories can’t be made, as they are
utterly prohibited in Western Civilization; and, secondly, there can
be no tearing down of the domination of Picture Stories by
superheroes, as superheroic feats is what they are designed to
present. The whole study was an abject failure. Disaster doesn’t
begin to describe it.

MODERN AESTHETICS
AND THE PICTURE STORY
In the modern, supposedly secular Western Aesthetic philosophy
the approved purposes of fictional narrative are based solidly on
religious dogma: the function of instruction. Modern secular
treatises on what, exactly, fiction and narrative is/are go into great
length to try to resolve an obvious conflict between how creative
work is ‘supposed’ to work and how it really works. Intellectuals
in the Western world work very hard to build arguments about
any and all myths and fictions, and why they appeal to audiences.
The basis of all this brainiacal effort is to try to prove that
audiences really enjoy mythical, fictional narratives for the
instructive material contained within them; any splash or drama
or excitement is strictly to grab the attention of the baser senses:
an exciting attraction to hold the attention of the audience, who
really (and often unconsciously) yearns for knowledge and
enlightenment. Studies of written epics focuses on the realistic
detail contained within them; descriptions of real things, and real
people, which are considered to be embellished to hold the
attention of an audience so as to prove what every teacher
desperately wants believe: that Learning Is Fun! This belief
carries over into modern study of Picture Stories, which focuses
relentlessly on realistic details, portraits that seem to be from life,
and other depicted mundanities of everyday existence.
For Western Aesthetics, what people really want is knowledge
useful in the Real World, that will help them cope with Real
Problems, and will better their lives materially, and the
Entertainment part of whatever the work is only serves to make

this knowledge more… enjoyable, more of a sensual experience,
more fun.
‘Entertainment’, in the intellectual Western Aesthetic, is that part
of any work that appeals to the sensual, the accepted social
aesthetic, and often, that which appeals to base human nature and
emotions. In the Western Aesthetic, Entertainment is the
emotional, sensual, profane, and disposable portion of work
designed to grab and hold the attention of the audience so as to
accomplish the real purpose of the work: instruction useful for
Real Life.
I’m not just talking, either: I’ve read hundreds, probably
thousands, of books, theses, and reports on culture, popular
culture, sociology, and aesthetics from the Western perspective.
Averaging them out, that’s what it boils down to, and all Western
discussion (or, as it’s often described in academic-ese, ‘lively
debate’) revolves around points about aesthetics so microscopic,
so obtuse, they may as well be about angels on pinheads. It is
taken for granted, fact, that aesthetic work is liked for its
educational content: information and explanation that enables
people to cope more effectively with the real world (whatever that
is).
This belief, and it is a belief, is based solidly on Western Xtian
Church Dogma dating back to the Early Middle Ages. Basically,
it’s okay to make Church/religious instruction entertaining as long
as the proper message, the instruction, is untouched and
uncorrupted. This dogmatic line continues into the crafting of
modern narratives, insisting Art and Picture Stories,
entertainment, are A-OK as long as they are harnessed to proper
instruction and teach The Right Things.

This clear conflict in Western thought between what
communication is supposed to be for, and what people really use
it for, is, at its core, Xtian religious in nature. It presupposes the
fallen nature of Man: if people enjoy it, it’s obviously Bad. If
people do it naturally, it’s obviously Evil. As a result of this, in
Western Aesthetics, entertainment, pure entertainment, that
portion of Instructional Work that grabs the attention of the
audience in order to accomplish the real purpose of
communication (real-world instruction) is, can, never be more
than a temporary, necessary Evil that appeals to the basest parts of
human nature.
Western aesthetics obsesses over The Message: focusing on
displayed social characteristics, morality, dialogue; essentially,
what the work, whatever it is, seems to be instructing its audience
to think, do, or feel. The entertainment aspect, the draw, the sexy
lingerie the real content is dressed in, is just a cheap trick to bring
in the audience to teach them Real Things.
The other, more ‘modern’ aesthetic dogma is that people like
having glamorized imagery of themselves reflected back at them:
that popular culture, as distinct from high culture, tells people
what they want to hear, an experience of inflated self-esteem. This
still maintains the dogma that entertainment is instructional: that
instead of expanding an audience's’ perceptions, knowledge, and
relation to the world, the communicative material merely flatters
the audience. This is still the same dogma: that communication is
a message, an instruction; just rather than delivering challenging
information, the communication delivers empty flattery.
It’s not uncommon for academics discussing popular culture to
describe it as ‘masturbatory’; that’s why: instead of using
communication to relate to the world, the audience uses it for

unhealthy fantasy. The only real problem any academic has with
anyone dismissing popular culture communication is the deadly
liberal charge of ‘elitism’, which sidesteps the issue, which is still
classifying all communication as essentially educational: a
transfer of hopefully practical information.
Unfortunately for Western Aesthetic Dogma, this instructional
imperative doesn’t seem to be what human groups really use
communication, and especially visual communication (Picture
Stories) for, at all, or ever. Historical evidence seems to indicate
people, groups, have always used visual communication in
exactly the same way, over and over, and it really looks like the
real aesthetic of Picture Stories is precisely the opposite of what
Western Aesthetics teaches! That is, the entertainment aspect of
communication is the entire point, and the instructional, real-life
aspect of Picture Stories only serves to make the real message, the
real purpose, accessible to audiences.
It’s all backwards.
All that realistic illustration, all the real-life detail and portraiture
and studies of day-to-day activities, seem to be exactly the
opposite of what Western Aesthetics says they are: they are not
the point: they are filigree, window dressing, to make a basically
abstract communication understandable to limited human
comprehensions. Realism in Picture Stories is nothing of the sort:
it is only the easily accessible content that enables audiences to
connect with an otherwise extremely abstract, difficult, and
seriously metaphysical communication.
Picture Stories are an unbelievable abstraction. The language they
seem to use is extremely complex, and really functions on a
subliminal, unconscious level. Picture Stories take place in a

reality totally separated from the physical, and as such, they are a,
probably the, true spiritual language of the human species.
This sounds exaggerated; I don’t think it is. I don’t believe
popular visual narratives, Picture Stories, have anything to do
with physical reality at all. Not one thing. They aren’t
instructional and don’t act as a knowledge transfer mechanism as
known in Western thought. They never have; it’s my opinion the
way people naturally and organically used imagery, before
Xtianity stepped in and imposed strict rules on usage, was totally
different than what the Xtians declared it to be for, and that usage
has remained consistent whenever Xtianity doesn’t have power
over it.
People didn’t, and don’t, use use imagery for instruction or for
some reflection of their self-image: they used it for magic,
spirituality, worship, and as a portal to, to visualize, another,
otherwise unseen and unseeable world. Often, they didn’t even
use it this way on purpose or deliberately or consciously: they just
did it. They still do it, given any chance at all.
I think Picture Stories are exactly what people in previous ages
said they are: anthropomorphized images of concepts and things;
personifications and visual realizations of concepts that are
otherwise too difficult to describe, quantify, or qualify.
In this respect, it leads to the idea the Xtian-approved uses of
imagery are backwards, again, and lends force, meaning, to why
cultures with rising literacy suddenly begin to make vast and
impressive Picture Stories: these works deal with concepts and
ideas that are so… ‘big’, it’s difficult if not impossible to put
them in words. Picture Stories seem to be the evolutionary step
past literacy, not the dummy-required precursor to it. Why else

would human groups, again, with rising literacy rates and
increasingly sophisticated and centralized cultures, begin making
these incredibly elaborate Picture Stories? Picture Stories come
after literacy, not before. They’re not books for dummies.
I’ve read and heard the argument against this idea, from modern
guardians of Western (Xtian) culture, which boils down to a
revisionist line: ‘It doesn’t matter what anyone used them for
before, it’s what we do with them now that counts; people may
have used them for this conceptual description of metaphysical
ideas, but we use them now for physical instruction, and that’s
what matters. Our modern philosophy and worldview is clearly
superior to the past, and it’s how we, the superior (Western)
modern people, interpret the past that matters, not what really
happened or occurred’.
Western aesthetics spends a lot of time cherry-picking facts from
history, and constructing a nearly completely fictional narrative of
human thought that supports Western ideas. It’s really very
blatant; upfront and shameless. For example, I’ve read treatises
from aesthetic authorities, when faced with irrefutable evidence
all Classical art was painted up in brilliant colors, and wasn’t left
in organic, pure stone at all, that it doesn’t matter: what matters is
what ‘we’ did with the stripped statues ‘we’ found (stole). The
fact that Western aesthetics is based on a fundamental
misinterpretation, a falsehood, doesn’t matter to the guardians of
it. Westerners didn’t just steal the physical art itself: Westerners
stole the meaning as well.
And, really, I would buy this line, that Picture Stories are now for
instruction and supersede anything in the past, except for the fact
that the masses of people still use Picture Stories for exactly the
same things today as anyone did in the past. Trying to declare

modern use different, when the real use appears to be organic,
unstoppable, intuitive and inevitable, just seems to me… really
arrogant and unrealistic. Anti-human.
Picture Stories don’t ‘fit’ into the worldview of Western aesthetics
and high culture, and are consequently ignored, denigrated, and
discarded, unless they are used for instruction for illiterates,
which eliminates the entire point of their existence. Picture
Stories seem to be an incarnation of another world: an otherwise
unseen and unrealizable conceptual world. It can be called
‘spiritual’, or whatever, but it’s really the physical manifestation
of that other world. They’re very important, or people wouldn’t
make them.
Why people make them, or more accurately, why entire cultures
sponsor their creation, is open to debate, but the fact, the
irrefutable fact, is that people have always made them, made them
in specific circumstances and at specific points in cultural
progression, and they function completely separately from
literacy and useful instruction as its usually known. They seem to
be some kind of celebratory invention that enables an entire
participating culture to enter another, non-corporeal existence.
Picture Stories are not a descriptive, instructional communicative
medium in the modern sense: they are the realization of another
existence, another world. That seems to be what they do. It’s what
they’ve always done. They are not grounded in physical reality
except as much as they use real-life signifiers and appearances to
enable easier participation in another existence.
They’ve always been: they will always be.

GAMING AND VR

The Western issues with Picture Stories also extend to the ‘new’
interactive realm of Gaming; which have, and are having,
ongoing debates among the Kultur Kops about what they are,
what their effects are, whether they’re harmful or good or what.
But again, the ‘debates’ involving Gaming are the same old
discussions of Picture Stories, and are largely defined by defenses
against accusations of the same old type: that these Picture Story
'games' teach people, and that these things might teach people to
do Bad Things.

“Now it is up to adults, whether they wish to expose
themselves to this type of violence and pornography,
but we have 40 years of research to tell us [that]
violent media is bad for our children.
According to the most comprehensive statistical
analysis yet conducted, violent video games increase
aggressive behavior, as much as lead exposure
decreases children’s IQ scores. And I want people to
think about that. Everybody knows lead poisoning is
bad for children. Well, I want everybody know that
exposure to violent video games is also bad for
children.”

“Oh no she DID-ent! Oh yes she diiiid!”

This Puritanical, stone-cold Calvinist argument, part of a 2005
speech flacking the Family Entertainment Protection Act, an
attempt at writing onto stone tablets criminal penalties for
'distributing' Picture Stories that may, or may not, 'instruct'
children or weak minds to do, you know, bad things, clearly
ascribes to the Gregorian Law that Picture Stories are instructive:
that is, their function is that of education and instruction to
perform the depicted acts.
Directed particularly at children and weak minds. The speaker?
Hillary Clinton, the 'Liberal' Senator of New York.
The usual defense of Gaming is also that they are instructive: they
teach problem-solving, expose players to new and different
environments, and that people learn positive things from them.
A less satisfactory defense is that they are a fantasy-fulfillment
mechanism, a Freudian idea that such games allow suppressed
urges to emerge in a more-or-less harmless artificial environment,
and allow frustrated or angry people to express their angers and
frustrations in a kind of virtual arena where their emotions can’t
actually hurt anyone.
This idea obviously doesn’t work with Protestant Christian
dogma, which insists on the reality of the ‘sin of the heart’ and the
‘sin of the mind’; in which the desire for the sin is the essence of
the sin itself, not the act. In this dogma, a company or entity
supplying this… release… is assisting people in facilitating their
desires, which is the encouragement of sin. These are the people
who firmly believe looking at porn is cheating on your spouse,
because to express a desire for another is to commit the sin in the
heart. The goal is to either suppress the desire, or better, to be
somehow ‘delivered’ of it.

“God Damn, Jesus Christ,
Mary's hymen!
I want to sin SO BAD!”
“But now that I've enacted my rages in
a harmless fantasy, I don't want to do it
in real life. Unless I do.”

This dogma is present in the bedrock of Western culture, and even
the most laid-back of Kultur Kops, when really pushed, will
ultimately be forced to state wish-fulfillment in the absence of
actuality, physical reality, is unhealthy; and the fantastic acts are
only healthy as a baby-step on self-actualizing into physical
reality. In Gaming, it would then be expected the learning or
fantasy-fulfillment eventually be discarded as the player matures.
Positive aspects of Gaming are usually reported by the Kultur
Kops as the usual: learning, role-play, social expansion, blah blah
blah… but it’s telling all the analysis fails to really listen to why
gamers play; or only includes it as a kind of afterthought, a side
effect, rather than the real reason gamers play games.
“Many gamers report intense emotions of pride and achievement
by immersing themselves in games that allow a high sense of
control that "takes them out of themselves." The concept of
mental flow refers to the trance-like state often reported by
gamers during which they are performing an activity that leaves
them fully immersed without feeling self-conscious.”
-Psychology Today
There it is: gamers play to experience a psyche state they may not
be able to experience on their own, inside their own self. Gaming
temporarily changes their psyche state; and not only does it do
that, it gives the gamer a controlled environment with the
appearance of choices, that enables the gamer to believe they are
changing their psyche state on their own. Games take gamers on a
seemingly self-guided journey that culminates in a shifted psyche
state. Movies and other Picture Stories do the same thing, but
aren’t quite as immersive; and don’t usually offer the illusion of a
‘choose-your-own-ending’ that games do.

The intents of well-meaning game designers and VR ‘visionaries’
also fall totally flat, and they, as usual, can’t seem to figure out
why: often, some designer in VR touts the amazing, ‘real-world’
experience they offer, which will enable the participant to
experience other places and realms as a consciousness-expanding
learning experience. One VR proponent interviewed in WIRED
magazine described his plan of offering a tour showing the plight
of African elephants, with the expectation it would… ‘realize’...
the ‘reality’ of the situation, failing totally to ‘realize’ himself,
that when dumped into an alternate reality that isn’t physically
real, people immediately go into Picture Story mode, and don’t,
and can’t, do anything other than enter into another, stylized
reality where nothing is as it seems on the surface.

That's not an elephant and that's not a room.
Technically speaking, those aren't people.

On the topic of VR and computing, it’s also screamingly obvious,
with the advent of computer-generated ‘actors’ in so-called film,
that it doesn’t matter at all if an ‘actor’ actually physically exists
or not. The recent insistence that film is a method of recording
live plays falls apart.
Returning to Gaming, what the analysts of Gaming don’t explore
(other than the rather trite observation that the game-world isn’t
physically real, demonstrating a remarkably keen grasp of the
obvious) is how this psyche shift is accomplished.
Just like failed defenses of previous Picture Stories, the
everybody-is-learning defense of Gaming, when really nobody is
learning anything except as a peripheral effect, ultimately won’t
work; and it’s likely a deadly thing to do in the West, with it’s
maniacal adherence to Gregorian Law, in which every Picture
Story has to be instructive, or communicate some idea with
positive, good, physically practical applications. The only thing to
do is lie about what the game really does, as to admit in Western
aesthetics what they really do, is probably a death sentence.
“My games aren’t instructive! They don’t do that! They just
temporarily change the player’s psyche state!”
I really wouldn’t try that one in a Western court of law.

“I was only distributing psyche-altering products
you know, metaphorically!”

Legal Problems With
Imaginary Imagery

Old White guys in dresses tell you, it's okay to watch Internet porn.
Double anal totally reflects reality.

“In assessing the scope of First Amendment protection for the
arts, courts have had to grapple with a number of fundamental
issues. Is art protected by the First Amendment when its intent is
primarily to entertain rather than inform? Is art protected by the
First Amendment even if its primary purpose is to make money?
Does the First Amendment apply if the art has a negative
influence on young people?
The U.S. Supreme Court’s 1952 decision in Burstyn, Inc. v.
Wilson illustrates how the Court has grappled with these issues.
This case explored whether the First Amendment prevents the
prior restraint of motion pictures.
‘It cannot be doubted that motion pictures are a significant
medium for the communication of ideas,” wrote Justice Tom
Campbell Clark in the majority opinion. “They may affect public
attitudes and behavior in a variety of ways, ranging from direct
espousal of a political or social doctrine to the subtle shaping of
thought which characterizes all artistic expression.’
The Court concluded that movies are an important vehicle for
public opinion despite ‘the fact that they are designed to entertain
as well as inform’. Quoting its 1948 opinion in Winters v. New
York, the Court noted “the line between the informing and the
entertaining is too elusive for the protection of that basic right (a
free press). Everyone is familiar with instances of propaganda
through fiction. What is one man’s amusement teaches another’s
doctrine…”
There is a serious issue with imaginary Picture Stories in Western
thought and ideology: in the USA, nowhere in any court case is it
discussed what, exactly, ‘entertainment’ is, versus ‘informing’;
and it is just assumed, really assumed without any examination or
reflection, that the value of any work is the ‘transmission of

ideas’, i.e. a real-world educational value. Art, in the US legal
system, is treated as speech; an informative communication, with
an intent of physical, real-world application.
The court decisions about prior restraint, censorship, free speech,
etc. in the USA assume a Western Christian theology. Nowhere is
it discussed how to deal with a stylized communication
using a set of images to convey something, in which the
meaning of the depicted figures, which may be quite
realistic/naturalistic, is entirely separate from ‘real life’, whatever
that is. There is no discussion or analysis of a Picture Story
conveying a meaning to a mass audience through a wordless,
image-driven language.
The safest thing to assume is that the genuine expressive value of
Picture Stories has no legal protection in the West.
Such expression, communication by imagery generated by the
imagination, is, through tradition, theology, and legal decisions,
defined as Idolatry and has no protection under the law; in fact is
generally prohibited. The only way it can be done without
condemnation and/or prosecution is to lie about what it is, and
what the creator/composer is really doing; and claim an
informative, educational transmission of real-world ideas; even
though that doesn't seem to be what it does.

CONCLUSIONS
What’s shocking is how embedded in Western Culture these
moral principles of creativity are. In 1991 was stunned into a
breakdown by the discovery that, despite what academics might
mewl and puke about, the USA is, culturally, just like the Fundies
claim, a Christian Nation! Shocked the shit out of me. I was
seriously put into a state of shock. I had no idea. The ‘secular’
elites of Western Civilization can whine all they want about being
too smart to believe in a mythical god, but at the base of their
cultural beliefs they have retained the foundation of the Western
Christian Church.
The Ivory Tower dwellers didn’t come to Mike Diana’s aid when
he got attacked by a bunch of backwoods snakehandlers, because
they share the same value system!
These cultural values are built into the bedrock, an original
sequence in the DNA, of Western Civilization. This finding just…
blew me away. I couldn’t believe it. It meant I had nowhere to go,
no friends, no allies. The people I thought would ally with me,
would savagely turn on me at the first improper use of imagery.
Any deviation and I was one dead motherfucker. ‘Secular
Liberals’ and ‘Religious Conservatives’ were the same people! I
had nowhere to go.
Bottom line: Western Civilization, as a principle, does not
condone or sanction the creation of imaginary imagery. It is
the work of The Devil, even if not explicitly termed that by
supposedly modern, secular, sophisticated academic elites.

The same people with the same value system.

It can be used to expand the imagination of a person whose
experiences are limited (little kids, the untraveled and
inexperienced, retards!), but at some point that imaginary
imagery is expected to be discarded, left behind, in preference for
focus on physically existing things. Imagination is okay, but must
be contained and directed to a physical goal: it must be practical,
limited, and based in physical reality.
The Western approach to Picture Story ‘legitimacy’ currently in
operation is this Gregorian Law: that they reflect some aspect of
physical reality. Graphic Novels are currently okayed in the West
as a form of reporting or real-life narration; examples are
PERSOPOLIS and MAUS. These are critically acclaimed in the
West as they conform in every detail to Gregorian Law. The
problem is that Picture Stories, the really big, popular, ones that
really hit nerves and make people want them, do not, in any way,
conform to Gregorian Law and, ultimately, can’t be effectively
defended.
Modern Picture Story composers in the West have no defense if
something goes wrong: their expressive mechanism can only be
produced and distributed by lying about it and claiming some
aspect of a reflection of some reality, when there isn’t one and it’s
not what Picture Stories have ever been for.
The situation with Graphic Novels in the West is similar to the
decriminalization of drugs: their actual intended uses are still
prohibited, but possession isn’t prosecuted; however, production
and distribution is! Decriminalization and legalization are two
completely different things. For practical purposes, Picture
Stories in the West are decriminalized, but not legal.
It’s like, “Why do you smoke pot?”

“It's my Art, Mon!”

If it’s for ‘medical use’ it’s approved; if it’s to just get high it’s
not. Although it’s the same drug with the same effects. And if you
distribute to others, for the purpose of getting them high, in most
places you have every chance of getting seriously prosecuted.
(It’s not just Western Christianity, either: it’s all Abrahamic
religions. Islam in its more radical forms is especially brutal about
imagery, which boils down to a condemnation of the relic-image
human desire. At first, the Taliban in Afghanistan took a real shot
at prohibiting snapshots and portraits, and immediately faced
losing control of their population. They had to issue fatwas
okaying such uses. This is instructive in itself: the human desire,
the human need, for such imagery, although condemned as
idolatry, had to be decriminalized or one of the most repressive
regimes ever to exist on the planet faced destruction. That is an
extremely powerful impulse.
But Radical Islam only okayed what they absolutely couldn’t
control; and still prohibited professions that depend on making
imagery. It’s the possession versus distribution dynamic again.)
The bottom line is that trying to defend Picture Stories for their
actual function and use can’t be sustained in the West; anyone
trying it is just looking for trouble. But by claiming a real-life
reflection of this same work, it makes nonconforming work
(imaginary imagery) completely vulnerable to attack by the
Kultur Kops. It’s undirected imagination; and in the West,
undirected imagination is unhealthy (secular view), or Evil
(religious view).
It’s a kind of Catch-22; try to use Picture Stories for their
intended use, get busted; try to work within Gregorian Law, and
there is no creative point. A composer can lie about what they’re

doing, like a smoker claiming they’re a medical user when they’re
really just a doper, but if the Kultur Kops get wind of the fact
they’re nonconforming, the hammer will come down in a major
way.
For me, creatively, in the final analysis, there was no hope
whatsoever of any open acceptance of my creative practices from
the Western culture in which I lived.
So, for any practical purpose denied my chosen creative
expression, therefore lacking anything better to do, in 1993 I took
a vacation to Europe.

Chicago, Illinois, USA
26.08.2016

RESOURCES,
ATTRIBUTION,
CREDITS,
BIBLIOGRAPHY
I can’t stress enough this study was never designed as anything
scholarly or academic: it was designed solely to establish the
existence of legitimate, Artistic Picture Stories in the past; and in
the event of legal persecution/prosecution of modern-day Picture
Stories, to reveal them as evidence of hand-crafted narrative Art
having historically been created for the legitimate Artistic purpose
of personal expression.
This study was purposely designed as a legal defense!
It obviously didn't work out, but it doesn't change the original
idea, or the fact that Academia are the Kultur Kops, and are on
the same side as snake-handling Fundies. Same people.
The idea of this study being academic was not an approach worth
taking: it was obvious during the Diana case academics and
scholars were at best indifferent to Picture Stories; really,
historically, deadly enemies, not allies or supporters; and to
produce a ‘scholarly’ study of Picture Stories in hopes of
validation by academics and scholars was a total waste of my
fucking time.
Structuring this study for academics and scholars was a worthless
pursuit. It is much more an attack on, a defense against,
academics than any kind of plea for assistance from scholars and
professors; the people I’ve come to call The Kultur Kops.

Why structure a study to appeal to people I have to view as my
mortal enemies? Why would I do that? Historically, when it
comes to Picture Stories, academics are persecutors, not
supporters.
You don’t write a book on, say, ‘The History Of The Hebrew
People And The Arc Of The Greater Morality Of Zionism’ in the
hope of appealing to Neo-Nazis and Radical Islamists.
That’s an extreme analogy, but the level of animosity towards
Picture Stories by The Kultur Kops in the past has been so
unbelievably violent that any appeal to them seemed to me to be a
waste of effort. Why would I structure a study after academic
procedures when it’s not intended to appeal to such a
demographic?
Footnotes and such. Why? They won't credit the concepts, why
appeal to them?
In the vernacular, “Fuck 'em.”
The crushing reality is that in the Diana case The Kultur Kops
were on the same side as The Foaming Fundies and could not be
depended on. Or, rather, could totally be depended on to attack,
destroy, and suppress Picture Stories at any opportunity. They
share the same core value system.
Too, trying to cite examples in ‘chapter and verse’ is almost
impossible: the examples are mostly in isolated pictures in books,
many so obscure they are almost impossible to find. I interlibrary-loaned scholarly studies on ancient city complexes for the
purpose of scanning in one old B&W photograph. One book on
Anatolian Christian cave churches contained the only

comprehensive, photographic survey of the Picture Stories
contained within them ever made: in B&W, in 1963!
This is a huge problem with cave frescoes, especially: as soon as
they are revealed, they degrade: and often early B&W photos are
all there are: exposure to the elements has rendered further
documentation impossible and meaningless. There is exactly one
comprehensive survey of Borobudur, and it is available in exactly
one out-of-print book. Unless you want to spend USD$24,000 on
an original set on auction at Sotheby's.
Some of these books’ replacement costs are terrifying: I started
checking on bookseller sites online after a while, and at one point
added up a stack of library books that totaled, just in replacement
cost! USD$6,000. Which I borrowed for the purpose of making
ten scans of Picture Stories. And then returned as fast as possible.
Pretty scary looking at a small stack of old books on your kitchen
table and realizing their replacement cost is more than your car. I
started borrowing one at a time, just for safety.
I read, perused, viewed, paged through, thousands and thousands
of books over the last 25 years for this study. That’s not counting
reading, from cover to cover, multiple editions of movie synopsis
books; studying media histories, histories of television, tens of
thousands of Comic Books and cartoon collections. Museum
visits taking covert photographs. Thousands of hours online,
hunting for examples of Picture Stories, found on local tourist
sites, buried in a Google Book preview, an aside photo on a
Russian wargaming site about Cossack warlords in 1920 Siberia.
I worked part-time with a Comic Book dealer for several years,
working at national Comics Conventions, selling and examining

Comics and cartoon books for completeness and grade accuracy:
tens of thousands of pieces, ranging from throwaway Charlton
war Comics to irreplaceable rarities like Hugh Hefner’s first
published cartoon book, ‘That Toddlin’ Town’.
This study is distilled from a lifetime of locating and documenting
Picture Stories, finding many historical examples mis-described,
passed over, ignored, and denigrated by the academics that wrote
learned, scholarly studies of their locations. One of the most
disturbing findings of this study was how much Picture Story
history was written out of the History Books. I was reluctantly
forced to the conclusion that the failure to recognize historical
Picture Stories isn’t really a failure: it is the result of an ideology.
The frantic denial of obvious Picture Stories by academics was a
shock. It’s like they put scholars and academics into a fear-based
violent panic.
I had no idea what I was getting into when this journey started; no
clue it would lead me to reading Jean Calvin’s treatises on
idolatry and political epistles from Pope Gregory The Great. That
I’d end up reading Ibn-Sirin’s Book of Dream Interpretations and
looking over goofy Victorian British adventurers’ OCD
measurement tables of Indian Buddhist statuary. Orthodox
manuals on proportions of ikons. Piecing together fragmented
pages from illuminated manuscripts. Buying a Yugoslav facsimile
of The Sarajevo Haggadah, and printing out pdfs of a 1400s
Biblia Pauperum. The stuff was very difficult to locate because
it’s existence was denied by the academics controlling access to
it. They hide it behind obfuscatory terms: ‘Christological Fresco
Cycle’; really!? Don’t hurt yourself there, professor.
You get a USD$900 book on a temple complex, and the
illustrious academic team doesn’t bother to coherently present the

Picture Story the temple complex was built to showcase!
Seriously: this is dead common. Scholars make some wordy,
incomprehensible and elaborate study of a church and don’t even
think to show the Picture Story the church contains and was
specifically built to contain!
The end result of my research didn’t support my idea of ‘personal
expression’ at all, but that end result doesn’t at all change the fact
that Picture Stories have been around for a very long time; the
farther back I went, the farther back the material went until it
disappeared into the ‘mists of time’. I’m now convinced humans
have made Picture Stories since an advanced ape could make a
shape in the dirt with a stick. Every time I thought I found the
oldest example, I’d find one even older. Somewhere in a Siberian
cave; somewhere in the sands of the Sahara; there are Picture
Stories of unimaginable antiquity waiting to be rediscovered. And
then denied by the archeologists that find them.
As far as attribution, I think my basic kinda-intellectual thievery
falls under the concept of ‘fair use’ in that this study isn’t a forprofit pursuit or designed for my own personal gain. This is not
for sale, it’s just for common use. A lot of the photos are
copyrighted, and to be honest I didn’t pay any attention at all to
legalities while on this journey: the search was hard enough
without trying to document every author, photographer, scan,
blog, and Pinterest site. I have a real job, you know. I ‘work’. This
is a personal interest (obsession) that I don’t engage in for profit.
My goal was to establish the historical existence of Picture
Stories, not write a book about them. It just makes sense to
present this material in an accessible format. This study isn’t for
my own personal profit or gain. It’s a legal defense. I can’t stress
that enough: it is a LEGAL DEFENSE.

The really crazy part of this is the following:
'The only true proof of this... idea, theory, etc. is to put it into
practice; that is, use the patterns to craft an enormously
successful work in the present day as proof of it's
workability.
“If you know how to make billions of dollars making movies,
why don't you make one yourself?”
Good question. But being able to see patterns in History doesn't
mean one can make successful work from one's own mind. I
think, really, the fact that a person's internal psyche structure is
seriously different from the common, popular, mass psyche,
means one can see the other psyche but not in any way be it
oneself. You can only see it from a distance; and the fact you
aren't part of it yourself, enables you to see it in it's entirety, when
the people inside it can't see it at all, and have no idea they are
part of anything bigger than themselves. Maybe that's what
'artists' do.
So; this is a kind of partial list of material. It is only partial,
fragmentary. It’s not a thousandth of what I actually
looked at. It’s not really in order. It’s like a grocery list. Kind of.
But, again, this isn’t a ‘scholarly study’. It was a legal defense.
That’s was it’s purpose. It failed, completely and totally, and I highly
don’t recommend anyone try it in a Western court, but it was a
good shot, I think. At least I tried.

Orthodox

Orthodox Picture Stories
A point about the locations and settings of Picture Stories comes
up: they tend to be in religious environments, and most
importantly, churches, tombs, relic containers, etc. built around,
centered on, physical remains and relics of spiritual figures. They
occur in physical locations based on tombs: the original places of
worship.
This raises an issue about the pre-Reformed Christian uses of
‘Art’: it was designed not to reflect the natural world, but to
channel, contain, certain unseen essences of another existence:
‘Art’, prior to the materialist uses ascribed to it by Modern
Western Values (the reflection of physical reality), was never
designed to represent immediate physical reality, but to act as,
itself, a form of relic, or physical container of some unseen force.
Eastern Orthodoxy retains this ancient function: ikons, by
dogmatic tradition and faith, are believed to be actual, factual,
accurate representations of the persons privileged with the
channeling of the Word of God, an unseen force if ever there was
one: they are considered as being real representatives of the
‘prototype’: the original person. They are not portraits, as is
usually thought of in modern times, like a painting of a banker
hanging in his office: they are metaphysical channels to an unseen
force that, initially, flowed through the physical body of the
person; and that, under certain circumstances of faith, would
enable that unseen force to flow both ways from God to the
believer, and back again.

Orthodoxy uses as an example the believer touching the hem of
Jesus’ cloak and being healed: all that is necessary is the relic that
once surrounded Him. Therefore, there is no reason why such
healing properties should not continue, even without the obvious
physical presence of an actual human body. Orthodoxy also
maintains a very ancient principle: that physical forms are no
more than containers of God’s essence and power, and in that
case, who is any human being to declare what can, or cannot,
describe and channel God? In this view, physically ‘living’ human
beings are no more than containers, ambulatory statues
themselves, made from clay by God. So why not a relic, or
painted example of an original prototype channeling the essence
of God?
This is where Picture Stories come in, and possibly why they
demonstrate such power in spiritual settings: the disciple, the
believer, isn’t just… watching a proto-movie for their own
entertainment: they are witnessing the actual events of the
venerated person, in real time, in reality; through the mechanism
of visual repetition of the prototype. All original Picture Stories
used rigid iconometrics and were brightly-colored in color
schemes with metaphysical, spiritual meanings: none of them
were ever designed as pure stone, wood, or anything else. They
were designed to represent the prototype as accurately as possible.
This leads to a major problem, and there is no way to sugar-coat
it: there is no God.
God is a (seemingly necessary) fantastical construct that exists,
can only exist, in the minds of human beings. People believe
these images channel an unseen force, but if there isn’t one, and
there isn’t, what force do they supposedly channel? The imagery
is nothing but an agreed-upon memory: a mass image, designed

and approved of, by the venerating people themselves: as Jean
Calvin insisted, ‘fabrications of their own human imaginations’.
As soon as these ideas are put into imagery, they become some
other thing because they have to: they are not, CANNOT, be
anything more than phantasmagorical figments of human
imagination. Venerating them is for mankind to venerate itself.
It’s a closed logical loop: mankind makes the memory image,
worships or venerates this thing they made up themselves…
This is what fueled the violent iconoclasm of the Reformation:
mankind transgressing against God by worshiping themselves.
It’s obvious human groups tend to make the same Picture Stories
over and over: representing themselves in a constant order and
repetition. This ‘story set’, figure arrangement, is most obvious in
‘secular’ entertainments, which are not designed or intended to do
anything other than project a mass consciousness for the group to
celebrate for itself.

Except.

What if one of these Picture Stories really is the psyche of God?
Orthodoxy insists theirs is: the Orthodox Church interior, with its
arrays of ikons, tells its followers that’s what’s going on in there:
to enter an Orthodox Church is to be immersed in, surrounded by,
not just a bunch of vulgar pictures, but by the deliberately
designed and shared internal imagery, the personality state, of
God Himself. It explains the vociferous defenses of ikons by
Orthodox against all comers; and also the seemingly, to other
groups, absurdly ‘casual’ character of Orthodox services, which
have been described by any number of Western observers as
‘irreligious’. All anyone has to do, to experience God,
is enter the church and and be surrounded by the imagery.
This is why church structures are so important in Orthodoxy.
In the Orthodox view, everything tangible is just an image
itself, and so a manifestation of the Word, the idea, the mind,
of God: so why would this… manifested psyche… not express in
the same structured imagery that mankind uses to represent itself?
If a Picture Story composer uses a set of imagery to express their
psyche state, and God made man in His image, why would God
not then make his psyche known to man in this easily-understood,
universal language that literally every marginally sentient being
on Earth can instinctively understand? The only requirement for
the acceptance of this God-psyche is the capacity to produce
internal mental imagery; it’s unnecessary for a being to express
pictures in physical forms.
This means, since ‘creativity’ is an expression of imagery
constructed in the mind, all that’s required is a being be capable
of dreaming. Dogs dream. Cats dream. Unborn children dream.

As for whether any of these historical Picture Stories really
express the psyche of God, well, that boils down to whether or not
someone believes in God or not, whether Picture Stories can
express the true essence of God.
That’s a personal choice.

LAST STATION
AT THE
END OF THE LINE

I was creatively destroyed by the journey.
It began as a study for legal reasons; but became a genuine
journey, through endless time and vast space.
It did not end where I thought it would: it was like going on a
train ride to a specific destination, thinking you know where
you’re going, but at the end of the line, being deposited at the
final stop, but it’s an unknown station, not on the schedule, and
that appears on no maps. The train pulls away; the cars are empty.

I got on a train to, oh, say, San Francisco, and ended up on an
abandoned platform in what might have been another dimension
on another planet. I can’t even describe the shock of the end of
the journey. I was stunned into complete creative block. I was
artistically shattered. Couldn’t do anything, not even complete a
shit book I hated doing. The only thing I can compare it to is the
ending of Tarkovsky’s SOLARIS: a man adrift in a sea of clouds,
on an island in unknown space.
If the genuinely successful works through all human history
featured the exact same ‘story’ patterns, what point was there in
even trying for personal expression? It was obvious a creator
wasn’t really a creator at all, but a composer: using alwaysexisting components, instruments, to make a composition exactly
like all the compositions that had preceded it. Where was the
opportunity for personal expression? I mean, you could do it, but
without using the character patterns, success, real money-type
success (not arthouse notoriety), would remain always, always,
elusive: forever out of grasp.
You can make whatever you want, but without using the age-old
figure patterns, the ‘story’, there was no hope of any kind of
genuine success. Doing something different? Yeah, good luck
with that. Go challenge that audience and see where it gets you.
Probably sitting in poverty in a dirty cafe with a bunch of other
embittered creative types, moaning about how people are ‘stupid’;
when really, it’s you.

“No-one understands my Art!”

Using the figure patterns as a kind of template, it was horrifically
obvious successful work, again, THROUGH ALL OF
MANKIND’S HISTORY, conformed to one or the other of these
‘story’ patterns, often, in the most successful works, in parallel:
that is, the ‘story’ featured BOTH a hero and a superhero: STAR
WARS being the most obvious and successful modern
incarnation: the ‘story’ features a superhero battling a
supervillain, in parallel combination with a hero rescuing a
woman from a dark threat. These parallel 'stories' can be seen on
Transylvanian church walls: one side featuring a superhero, the
other featuring a hero, culminating in a shared resolution. They
extended to all forms of popular media, it was just most obvious
in Picture Stories.
In a sense, it seemed the common idea that a ‘creator’ makes a
reflection of society and people was untrue: the people
themselves so dictated successful content it acted more as the
mass audience using a composer as a hired craftsperson to make
work for them. The ‘stories’ were less a reflection and far more a
projection.
Captain Kirk and Spock.
The Lone Ranger and Tonto.
Sherlock Holmes and Watson.
Han Solo and Chewbacca.
Gilgamesh and Enkidu.
Alan Ford and Bob Rock.
Saint George rescues The Maiden from The Dragon.

Who would have thought?

Unbelievable.

And they are fluid, crossing borders: a people, a mass, can borrow
superheroic patterns from a completely unrelated nationality, as
long as the patterns are conforming, and use them for their own.
An excellent example is the Yugoslav action film, conforming
completely to superheroic patterns, 'Valter Brani Sarajevo', which
is the most successful war movie ever made... in CHINA. It's
estimated it's been viewed a billion times. Seriously: a BILLION.
By sheer demographics it is the most successful 'war movie' ever
made in human history, beloved by a nation-state not even sharing
the same race. A whole generation of Asian Chinese deeply,
viscerally loving a movie starring a completely Caucasian, Slavic
cast. Can you believe it? It's all about the patterns.

The title is classic... well, it's not 'Engrish'.

I decided to give in, and make a ‘Comic Book’ using the patterns,
conforming my personal expression to the patterns; and hated,
viscerally despised, every moment I spent on it, every line, every
scan, every drop of ink spilled. Fucking hated every microsecond
of it. It made me hate myself for doing it.
The people I showed it to loved it. That just made me hate myself
even more. What was the point of making a work if it wasn’t
personally expressive? You’re just a hired hand for the gluttonous
masses? And that if you didn’t do what the masses wanted, your
best hope was to fail? You make amazing Vegan meals and all
anyone wants are Twinkies? It was all just a total waste of time.

Hated it. Despised myself.

Thinking that maybe making a movie would make me feel better,
presenting Picture Story compositions in a more socially
acceptable format, I read ‘Feature Film Making On A Used Car
Budget’ and half worked myself to death to save up USD$10,000
for the movie. Except, when I finally got the money together, and
started working with the other people necessary to make a movie,
I hated them all. They just annoyed the fuck out of me.
They didn't 'get it'.
Knowing about the patterns just ruined it: nobody believed me
and were stuck in the idea that they were doing something 'selfexpressive' when I knew; I knew! that was not what was going on.
I faced a fight with everyone on the project. A battle. With
everyone. Too, what was the point of me spending all my hardearned cash if it was only going to satisfy someone else, and
would have no element of personal expression? Or just fail
wretchedly for not conforming to the patterns? I didn’t do it.
What was the point?
During this time period, working construction, financing streetlevel drug deals, and working as a collector for drug debts, I met
some Yugos who ran my local restaurant, and due to, I
admit, plain depression and hopelessness, and a lack of anything
better to do, really; I got interested in the history of Yugoslavia. I
literally felt I had nothing better to do. The most important thing
in my life had been wrecked by my journey. I couldn’t even watch
movies any more: either they were successful, showing the
patterns, or were not successful due to not showing the patterns.
Life genuinely held no interest for me. No shit: it was just a
flatline. And what made it worse, I couldn’t even go back to
where I’d come from: I knew too much. I couldn’t unlearn what
I’d learned.

I am a real example of an individual who ruined their own life. In
1993, I took my ten grand and decided to go on an extended trip
to Europe. Fuck it, why not? Go get all cultured up. What else
was there to do?
Then, due to a series of coincidences and encounters too bizarre
to describe, I was able to get (as an ordinary US citizen!) a 5-day
transit visa through what was then called The Former Republic of
Yugoslavia. I bought a ticket to Beograd and just... walked off the
train, into the fog of wartime and sanctioned Serbia, armed with a
map of the entire country and thirty words of 'Serbo-Croatian'.
I don't know how many uncredentialed 'foreign tourists' went
wandering around there at the time, but it can't have been very
many. I wandered around on an expired transit visa, loaded down
with at that time almost unimaginable wealth, and totally illegal
in every way, in the middle of war and sanctions. People asked
me, incredulously, "What are you doing here?! Why!?"
I always responded, "Jesam turist. Zasto da ne?"
I was like Andrei Rublev. It was half Alice In Wonderland; half
SAW movie. I went Through The Looking Glass, and into the
Texas Chainsaw Massacre. It was half amazing fantasyland, half
hideous nightmare, often at the same time. It was as if a substrata
of existence, usually unseen, had erupted from the ether, and
manifested itself into physical reality for all to experience: both
Good and Evil in their full Manichean intensity.

What better place to experience metaphorical
meanings in all their cartoonish, lethal glory?

An aspect of this second journey was immersion in sealed-off
Serbia, in the propaganda machine in Milosevic’s regime, which
had some very intense effects that I am not comfortable
discussing except in private with Serbian friends. It fucked up my
head. I learned that if everyone around you believes something,
it’s safest to treat these beliefs as if they are real; trying to express
subjectivity is perceived as disloyalty. You can live a double life
for a while, but if you are under enough stress and the beliefs are
pervasive enough, you will eventually internalize at least portions
of those beliefs whether you intend to or not. It was an experience
of groups of human beings creating their own metaphorical
realities, and it was corrosive and savage in its effects. I have not
recovered and probably never will. But the experience was
extremely valuable, I think.

“...Serbs and Croats are too complicated.
You get into their... stories... and then you can't get out.”

I insist Serbs took exceptional physical care of me. The concern
for my well-being reached proportions that, at times, became kind
of embarrassing. People treated me like some kind of unicorn, or
precious, mythical creature that couldn't possibly be real. After
the initial shock, the Serbian generosity was overwhelming and
almost humiliating. I got to experience the concepts of 'cojstvo i
junastvo', which was (and still is) the defining experience of my
life. All I can say is, it's very hard to save someone from
themselves, and there wasn't much to be done with me until I was
finished with my journey. My... impulse at that time is best
described as 'merak'.
When I physically returned to the USA a Serb I knew, after he
could talk, being shocked speechless at what I'd done (this was a
tough guy: a JNA paratroop officer; I was horrified at myself, by
his reaction to what I had done), told me: "You were meant to do
this. There is no other explanation. It is completely impossible.
There is no way you should have been able to do this. There is no
other way. None. The only explanation is you were meant to do
it."
Both these journeys, intellectual and physical, ended in personal
transformation; metamorphosis.
On exiting I was unable to draw or write anything for four years.
It was like being dead inside my own body. It took 15 years to
figure out that that whoever went into that place did not come out.
I occupy his body; I possess his memories; but that Artist, that
creative person, is gone forever. I look at old pictures and don’t
know who that guy is, looking back at me. That young Artist is
dead: I occupy his shell. Kind of a shame: I liked that guy.

Not here any more.

Before.

After.
Four years of work.
This is it.

I can honestly say I went on a study of Comic Books and ended
up in R/Srpska coughing up blood with a hole in my head. Not!
in any way due to inattention by my Serbian hosts, they did their
best; it just happened. It was one of those things. But really!
Comic Books! I remember the blood, and looking at the stars, the
same stars that I could see while sitting on my nice, safe porch in
the USA: the same stars! Thinking, as best I could, “Am I part of
a story, myself? Maybe this is some kind of metaphysical
production, I’m only a component, not really fully me, as such,
and none of it’s truly real…”
Later, in a Burger King in Pest, eating a Whopper
Junior Meal, The Red Hot Chili Peppers came on the sound
system, and the only way I can describe it is, I ‘woke up’; like
from an intense dream. I departed suddenly from one reality, and
slammed full force into a former, now-conflicting reality; and
said, out loud:
"What just happened? Where am I?"
I had no idea. I still don't, really. Still traveling.
Lenard Neal
16.01.2016
Pancevo, Serbia

